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Even from the depths of Hell his voice I hear,
Within the unfathomd caverns of my Ear.
Therefore I print; nor vain my types shall be:
Heaven, Earth & Hell, henceforth shall live in harmony
Jerusalem 3:7-10 .
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Prologue

Traditionally critics have maintained that Blake's
Songs of Innocence were written either for the child or for
~he

child within the adult.

The poems seem to delight in a

faith so direct and so uncompromising, in a word, so childlike, that readers quite naturally assumed they were
intended for the inexperienced mind.

They were even said

to have been lessons on morality (i.e. Eighteenth-Century
Christian morality), inspired by the lyrics of Dr. Watts
and Mrs. Barbauld, among others.

1

Blake informs the

Reverend Trusler that he himself is happy to find his
"Visions ... Elucidated by Children."
eyer, did not stand on its own.

2

This approach, how-

Despite their incursion

into the ranks of children's literature, Songs of Innocence
were just as consistently said to project or to embody more
than mere "innocence."

Bernard Blackstone, who on one page

says the Songs mark a "return to childhood" and were written

1

An idea passed on by Mona Wilson, The Life of
William Blake (N.Y.: Oxford University Press, 1971), p.
31.
The two writers mentioned were especially known for
their children's books.
Dr. Watts published Divine and
Moral Songs for Children in 1715, and Mrs. Barbauld published Hymns in Prose for Children in 1781.
2

"Letter to Reverend Dr. Trusler," in The Poetry and
Prose of William Blake, ed. David V. Erdman (N.Y.:
Doubleday & Co., 1970), pp. 676-77.
iv

v

"of children and for children,n
11

they are nonetheless

3

says several pages earlier

the unmistakable flowering of his

[Blake's] poetic gifts. u 4

Compare Mona v1ilson' s unresolved

view:
'Moral Songs' were not needed in an age of
innocence, and there is little that is didactic in
these Songs [of Innocence] of Blake's, but although
the contrary state [italics in original] is not yet
patent and the contrast between Innocence and
Experience has not yet been made ... some of them bear
a secondary mystical meaning.S
For her, Songs of Innocence are moral only as far as they
are pure dialectic, but their

11

secondary mystical meaning''

strongly parallels the idea of a poetic 11 flowering. 11
Bolt believes that the
their peculiar naivety.

11

S. F.

problem with these Songs lies in
This is not the simplicity of

incomplete experience, but has its origin in no experience
[italics in original] at all. 116

Only a paragraph before,

he presumes Blake to have communicated through this same
group of poems the

11

'Divine Vision' which is central to all

of his work. 117

3 Bernard Blackstone, English Blake (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1949), p. 31.
4

Ibid., p. 14.

5 Wilson, The Life of William Blake, pp. 31-32.

6

s.

F. Bolt, 11 The Songs of Innocence, .. in William
Blake: Songs of Innocence and Experience, ed. Margaret
Bottrall (London: Macmillan & Co., 1969), p. 114.
7

Ibid., p. 114.

vi

The paradox inherent in these criticisms, while not
overlooked, is certainly not taken very seriously.
Subsequent attempts to account for the childlike yet
prophetic nature of the various Songs of Innocence focused
.

on the1r youthful speaker,

8

Irony, it is said, replaces

and with curious results.
11

Divine Vision ...

Images of an

experiential world keep finding their way into songs about
innocence because the speaker includes them unknowingly.
From his perspective, children scurry home, birds fly away,
and the sun sleeps, all to play, to sing, and to shine,
unchanged, the next day.

On the other hand, mature readers

understand that children who run from darkness have already
lost their innocence, and that themes of this nature
comprise Songs of Innocence not because they revolve around
the sadly naive world of the child/speaker, but because
they penetrate, and expose it.

Harold Bloom states the

position succinctly:
The purity and wisdom of the child or natural
man is for Blake not the reflection of environment,
but a self-consuming light that momentarily [italics
in original] transforms natural reality into an
illusion of innocence. The human child of the Songs
of Innocence is a changeling, reared by a foster nurse
who cannot recognize his divinity, and whose

8

Robert Gleckner has documented that Songs of
Innocence are 11 introduced and sung by the piper, .. in 11 Point
of View and Context in Blake•s Songs, .. from Blake: A
Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Northrop Frye (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1966), p. 10.

vii

ministrations entrap him in a universe of death.

9

To be "divine," and yet, to be chained to "a universe of
death'':

whatever visionary insights the piper may have

encouraged scatter, incomplete and incomprehensible,
before the ultimate pathos of "reality," a reality he
himself describes.

The "ironic contrast," as Bloom

suggests, is by design.
The trouble with this accommodation is that it goes
a long way in perverting the poet's own words on the
subject.

Blake's purpose, as he declares again and again,

is to teach the individual of his visionary potential and,
in so doing, to aid in the exercising of his sacred
Imagination:
One Power alone makes a Poet:
Divine Vision.lO
Th e Nature o f my Wor k

.

lS

.

Imagination the

.

.

.

V1s1onary or Imag1nat1ve.

11

I rest not from my great task!
To open the Eternal Worlds, to open the immortal Eyes
Of Man inwards into the Worlds of Thought:
into
Eternity
Ever expanding in the Bosom of God.
the Human
Imagination.l2

9

Harold Bloom, Blake's Apocalypse
Co • , 19 6 3 ) , p . 3 7 •

(N.Y.:

Doubleday &

10 "A Vision of the Last Judgment," in Erdman, Poetry
and Prose, p. 545.
11
12

Annotations to

~llordsworth'

Jerusalem 5:17-20.

s "Poems," Ibid. , p. 6 54.

viii

The ''Imagination" for Blake is the "central faculty of both
God and man," of "existence," and of "all art,"

13

and

prophesying its potential in each man is Blake's "great
task."

Ironically, the critic who insists o n reading Songs

of Innocence as an "illusion of innocence" is at some point
forced to modify or to dismiss altogether the very principles
Blake espouses.

His position is similar to that of a

stowaway ordering the captain to change course.

The attempt

goes considerably against the flow of things, and, in the
end, has little effect on the direction of the ship.
Moreover, the idea of an ironic contrast seems bent on
qualifying Songs of Innocence as a group of poems lacking
their own equilibrium.

Since the piper's "vision " is a

self-deluding o n e, something else is required to
counterbalance his innocent and unavoidably tragic
perspective.
that balance.

Songs of Experience, it is said, provides
As Mona Wilson asserts, Songs of Innocence

gain their real meani ng when seen as the complementary
opposite to Experience, a "systematic" approach summarized
by E. D. Hirsch:
•.. Innoc e nce (italics in original] was
deliberately composed to represent a state of the
soul which is inadequate by itself and requires for

13

s. Foster Damon, A Blake Dictionary: The Ideas and
Symbols of William Blake (Boulder, Colo: Shambhala
Publications, Inc., 1965), p . 195.

ix

completion a representation of the contrary state,
Experience.14
Hirsch also agrees that this
up.

11

pairing 11 simply does not hold

Songs of Innocence were published in 1 789 , five years

before Songs of Experience, and biographical accounts
suggest that the poems were in as

11

COmplete and independent.,

a form then as they are when combined with Songs of
Experience in 1794. 15
The conclusions drawn from this overview follow two
consistent patterns.

First, though simple and innocent by

some standards, Songs of Innocence embody a spiritual or
visionary philosophy, and are lessons not bent on man's
ability to deceive, but built upon his ability to create. 16
Second, thouqh later included in a larger work, they
constitute a "whol e 11 or finished product in and of
themselves, and deserve to be analysed according to their
own structural and thematic principl es .

14

Innocence and Experience: An Introduction to Blake
(Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1964), pp . 14-15. I
refer the reader specifically to the second chapter, 11 The
Independe nce of the Songs of Innocence,., for a thorough
discussion of what Dr. Hirsch calls "systematic., and
"biographical., criticisms.
15

11
My nomenclature is from E. D. Hirsch:
The
biographical account . .. is that Blake originally wrote Songs
of Innocence as a complete and independent work ,., Ibid.,
p. 15.

16

11

For Blake, God and the imagination are one 11 ; 11 God
is the divine essence which exists potential l y in every
man and woman,., C. H. Bowra, 11 Songs of Innocence and

X

Not surprisingly, recent criticism has arrived at
similar conclusions, also approaching Songs of Innocence
as an autonomous and prophetic group of poems.

Zachary

Leader writes:
Though many readers have mistaken them [Songs
of Innocence] as a repudiation of innocent truths,
or as an inevitable product of Blake's own
disillusioning growth into maturity, [their] ultimate
purpose is to strengthen ... visionary habits.l7
His comprehensive work on the texts and illustrations for
both Songs of Innoce nce and Songs of Experience is an
effective elaboration on this single idea.

And Hirsch,

who traces and interprets the t ex tual development of the
two books, likewise believes "Blake's impulse to write
the Songs of Innocence came when he ... embraced the wider,
religious, and visionary conception of 'innocence' that.
informs."

18

appreciated,

Their efforts, though still not fully
19

are insightful and convincing discussions

which allow Blake's own philosophy to help shape a
composi t .e approach to Innocence and Experience.
The purpose of this study begins where they have left

Experience," in Bottrall, Songs of Innocence, pp. 144-45.
17 Reading Blake's Songs (Boston:
Paul, 1981), p. 36.

Routledge & Kegan

18 Hirsch, Innocence and Experience , p. 27.
19 See Hirsch's "Preface to the Second Edition," in
Innoce nce and Experience, pp. xi-xii.

xi

off, and attempts to extend their approach directly into
the textual fabric of the poems themselves.

Much smaller

in scope, it proposes two distinct yet intimate areas of
focus:

the text of Songs of Innocence, where a close

20
.
ana 1 ys1s
o f f.1ve represen t a t.1ve poems
revea 1 s t h e
visionary task through the interworking of image, symbol,
and allusion; and their prosodic substructure, where meter
and sound color reinforce such a conclusion.

To my

knowledge, only one other inquiry, Alicia Ostriker's
Vision and Verse,

21

scrutinizes the relationship between

Blake's visionary themes and his technique.

Yet it seems

only logical that coming to terms with the one would
necessarily depend on the competence of the other, as
Blake himself prescribed:

"He who wishes to see a Vision,

a perfect Whole, must see it in its Minute Particulars,
Organized."

22

Vision and organization, accordingly, must

function together.
While eschewing a strict definition on the didacticism
of Blake's imaginative vision, the following four analyses
could be said to revolve around three general themes .
These are:

(1) that Songs of Innocence engage in a

20
"The Shepherd," "The Ecchoing Green," "The Little
Black Boy," "The Blossom," and "Laughing Song."
21
Vision and Verse in William Blake (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1965).
22
Jerusalem 91:20-21.

xii

dialectic, much of their appeal deriving from the tension
created between the co-existence of so-called qualities
of

11

innocence 11 and "experience 11 ;

(2) that each one is an

individual attempt to reconcile these, as well as other,
oppositions; and (3) that such a reconciliation is
hierarchical, usually concluding on a transcendent or
visionary plane.

The first three center on the text and

metrical phenomena.

11

In

The Ecchoing Green" they are

explicated synonymously, whereas in
Little Black Boy, 11 and

11

11

The Shepherd,

11

"The

Laughing Song, 11 the textual

approach precedes an appropriate metrical amplification.
The final discussion of "The Blossom 11 marks a technical
shift into sound color, though the structure of the
approach continues the same alternating pattern demonstrated
in the three analyses before it.

CHAPTER ONE
The Descent into Spring:

Meaning and Meter

in "The Ecchoing Green"

Thus the Sacred Marriage of the Sun and Earth,
personated by the priest and his wife, is celebrafed
as a charm to ensure the fertility of the ground.

"The Ecchoing Green"

2

announces in three stanzas the

successive birth, fruition, and decline of life-forces,
where a youthful Sun and virgin Spring orchestrate the
beginning of creation, build to a crescendo of laughter,
and finally subside into the silence of night. 3

Ironically,

by dusk the "innocent" seem to have scurried back to their
mothers' "laps" (25), timid of darkness, without fully
understanding either the importance of the cosmic drama
they have participated in, or the eventual physical
vicissitudes and inability to "sport" (29) which await them.

1

James Frazer, The Golden Bough (N.Y.:
1974), p. 167.

Macmillan,

2

William Blake, The Poetry and Prose of William Blake,
ed. David V. Erdman (Garden City: Doubleday, 1965), p. 8.
Further reference to this edition of the poem will appear
in my text as line numbers in parentheses.
3

"The changes of the day, of the year, and of the
occupation are accompanied by references to the changing
seasons in man's life," as D. G. Gillham says in Blake's
Contrary States (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1966), p. 24.

2

A close examination, h owever , reveals otherwise.
"little ones"

Though

(21) do "weary " (21) , the progression from

birth to fruition and subsequent decline does not end with
night, any more than our responses end in mere compliance
with an e loquent, sadly naive, . speaker.

We respond; we are

drawn into the poem, into its nexus of imagery and meter
and, in following the "echo," we quickly realiz e that it
will endlessly repeat itself, moving as naturally from
decline to birth as from birth to fruition.

Thus, the

process, the "echo-ing," demands our attention, and the
speaker recounts its movements, even unto nightfall, not
because he fails to recognize the "descent" as a symbo lic
death, but because he knows the time to "res t" ( 28 ) is no
less a part of Nature's delicat e , ubiquitous balance than
the time to sport, and because the natural consequence of
"rest" (28) is, quite simply, that the future "sun does
arise" (1) .

4

The poem points to a design more profound

than the simple and untested e uphoria of childhood; it
pushes us toward a perspective which ultimately combines
resting and sporting, active and passive , Sun and Spring.
Moreover, as one should expect , the poem's imagistic

4

E. D. Hirsch agrees:
"But in the full cycle of life
the setting of this sun is a n ew and greater sunrise ... The
end of the poem implies (though it is tactfully reticent in
doing . so) its beginning," Innocence and Experience: An
Introduction to Blake (Chicago : University of Chicago,
1975)' p. 40.

3

development from birth to decline is organically carried by
the meter.

By analysing such a development, we see imagery

counterpointed by meter, specifically in the final stanza,
so that "does descend"

(23) actually contains the energy

necessary for a new ascent, and a potential resurgence of
life-forces implied in "darkening Green"

(30).

Birth,

fruition, and decline depend upon one another, and together
they become an eternally self-perpetuating "whole," the
sum of which is greater than its individual parts.

5

The idea intimated in the first stanza of an awakening
of Sun and Spring, i.e. the "birth" of opposite but
complementary creative energies, works directly through the
meter.

I scan the first line iamb/anapest:

I

I

The Sun I does a r1se

( 1).

The iamb ("to dance") steps quickly forward, only to be
stretched out by the extra unstressed syllable in the
anapest.

6

This process of "sun rising," taking place

5 Even such scholars as Harold Bloom, I believe, miss
the point:
"Innocence is a higher state than Experience,
but you cannot progress in it, for where there are no
oppositions of spirit, the spirit stagnates. There are no
truths in Innocence because there are no falsehoods, and no
vision but stasis, because the only contrary to desire is
mere cycle," Blake's Apocalypse (N.Y.: Doubleday, 1963),
p. 54. Evidently, no one asked Dr. Bloom what he meant by
"higher," in light of the seeming inferiority of Innocence.
In either case, he views each stage--birth/fruition/decline-as separate and autonomous, as mere repetition.
us:

6 The line becomes "busier," as John Fredrick Nims tells
"Triple rhythms are busier and faster than double ones;

4

symbolically in the images, takes place simultaneously in
the expansion of energy released by the meter, initiating
a rhythm (iambic) which then immediately increases itself
(anapestic) , a swelling forward that sets a pattern for
the first and second stanzas. 7

Line-length also consists

of a series of short rhythms or sentences (11. 1, 3-7)
getting progressively longer, especially lines 2, 8, and
9.

The lines "expand" and, in that way, generate energy

in greater and greater increments.

The iamb posits a

"statement" and the anapest "develops" it, technically
introducing an aural as well as an imagistic motif, from
which all other deviations will be wrung.

8

Six of the

ten lines of stanza one "echo" this iamb/anapest arrangement--lines 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7--and they provide a kind
of overall "tonal," as well as thematic, background.

Yet

substitution occurs initially in 11. 2, 8, 9, and 10, and
terminally in 11. 3, 5, and 8.

Accounting for these

metrical changes will facilitate the following double-

on the other hand, they are lighter and less solid,"
Western Wind (N.Y.: Random House, 1983), p. 254.
7 Rhythm in the third stanza decreases, overall,
though within the same metrical pattern.
8

I might even go as far as to define the properties
respectively as masculine ("the Sun") iamb and feminine
("come the Spring") anapest, thus the metrical equivalent
of oppositions and an immediate attempt to unite them in
the single line.

5

layered approach.
Initial substitution in stanza one modifies the iamb in
the second line, and in the seventh through te nth lines:

h~p

And make
sihg

lo~d

I py the

I er a

I

ski~s

( 2)

ro~nd,
I

I

To the bells I chear ful sound,

I

I

While our sports I shall be seen
On the

Eb

I cho ing

Gr~en

(7-10).

The anapest•s replacing an expected iamb in line two i s
wholely appropriate thematically because it continues the
surge of e n e rgy which b egan in line one, rising lite rally
until the Sun reaches his throne in the
loud 11

11

Skies 11 (2).

11

Sing

(7) scans as a spondee, hi g hlighting as i t does the

dominant aural metaphor, intoned by both speaker and reader
11

as the

emphati c 119 drive to bring harmony into life•s

.
f orces. 10
crea t 1ve

Lines eight, nine, and ten hark back

9

11
Regarding the spondee, Nims says:
Since the spondee
packs as much mass as possible into a two syllable foot, i t
can be expressive of any kind of muchness , weightiness, or
slowness, .. Western Wind, p. 23 4. Cf. also Alicia Ostriker:
11
In the Songs, spondees appear fairly fre que ntly, usually
for some specific rhetorical emphasis ... They can also help
mold the entire spirit of a poem, .. Vision and Verse in
William Blake (Madison: Unive rsity of Wisconsin Press,
1965), p. 24.

10

That anapest ( 11 Sing loud 11 ) emphasises the act
(
sing ) and the sound ( 11 l oud 11 ) of three musical, choral
voices--the birds of the air ( 11 sky-lark and thrush, .. 5)
and 11 the birds o f th e bush 11 (6) - -again unites complementary
opposites in a harmony with the 11 b e lls" (3,8) 11 Chearful
sound 11 (8) .
11

11

6

to line two, where the anapestic swell once again ascends
unrestrained, completely taking over in the final couplet.
Since the first stanza, especially in this particular
foot, suggests an extenuation or swelling forth, a coming
together of complementary opposites charged with new life,
what better way to convey this idea structurally than with
. .
a so 1 emn, r1s1ng
meter.?11

Any other rhythm would certainly

erode the technical balance Blake masters.
End-foot substitution, on the other hand, varies the
scheme by modifying the internal metrical flow, keeping
the meter simple, while at the same time preventing it
from drowning in "singsong." 12

A run of anapests only

simply would not do; so the three-syllable kernel foot
remains, but the number and position of stressed and
unstressed syllables within it get re-shuffled.

That is,

to use a musical metaphor, a "key" (the surge of lifeforces) is established and then the "notes" (those
individual participants) that compose it are manipulated.
(See Table la.)
bearing.

The anapests are abundant yet not over-

Particularly noticeable is the strong end-stress

measured in the framework of the initial rising, three-

11

Blake's use of the anapest is unique indeed:
"anapests [are] virtually Blake's own discovery," Ostriker,
Vision and Verse, p. 16.

12

Ibid., p. 16

7

Table la
Scansion Table for the End-foot of "The Ecchoing Green"

Line

Sound Value

Actual Words

Type of Foot

1

one two DUM

does a r1se

2

one two DUM

py the SkleS

3

one DUM DUM

ry bells ring

4

one two DUM.

come the spr1ng

5

DUM two DUM

lark and thrush

6

one two DUM

of the bush

7

one two DUM

er a round

.I

anapest

I

anapest

I

I

I.
I

I

I

bacchius
anapest
arnphirnacer
anapest

I

anapest

I

I

8

DUM two DUM

chear ful sound

9

one two DUM

shall be seen

10

one two DUM

cho ing Green

I

I

arnphirnacer
anapest
anapest

8

syllable structure.

The final syllables pound away,

generating a feeling of weightiness, muchness, "impregnating"
their imagistic counterparts with a metrical intensification
of sound.

Similarly, pitch in the end-rhyme scheme under-

takes a thematic revolution, beginning high in the long "i"
of "rise"/"skies," descending to the deep-throated "oo"
of "bush," and then rising again, even higher, in the long
"e" of "Green."

Each deviation from the anapest creates

just enough diversion to counter the dominant unstressedunstressed-stressed rhythm without jarring its structural
symmetry; and each deviation earmarks the inclusion of
a fresh, slightly different image of existence.

Working

together, meter and image converge, and all of Na ture
comes alive, sensually increasing what the reader ''sees"
and "hears."
The fruition of Nature in the second stanza is, of
course, focused on the

play of the "girls & boys" (18).

They are harbingers of new life and, lest we assign too
much importance to the sexual allusion, harbingers of
Imagination.

Not only are they capable of "experiencing"

birth/fruition/decline as a linear progression, they are
capable of understanding it, of organizing it, and of
' continuing it on their own.

In this sense, they are

the process, the conscious reflection of a divine macrocosm,
and, by implication, potentially divine themselves.

9

Furthermore, a remembering of "playing" and of "sporting"
also constitutes a "fruition," or a progression from one
level to a higher one, where "Old John"
folk"

(11) and the "old

(14) "laugh at" (15) the activities of the young.

Obviously, their "joys" (17) stem not from a physical
caress, which has alr eady faded with the warmth of mid-day,
but from the caress of the Imagination.
when "we all"

They remember

(18) enjoyed such "play" (14) and in their

"youth-time" (19) "were seen I On the Ecchoing Green"
(19, 20).

It suggests a deeper unde rstanding of life's

complexities, a warming from within, e nabling them to
"laugh'' (12, 15), even though physically they wane.
narrator epi tomiz es this imaginative fruition.

The

For the

process which eventuall y transforms "our" (15, 19) "play"
(15) into "joys"
"old folk''

(17) comparable to those of "we "

(18)

(14) is finally realized in the poem itself,

Nature 's greatest and most imaginative creation, "fruit"
of the poetic kind.
Image ry dramatizes the idea of fruition by the
playing of " g irls & b oys " (18), by the remembering of the
"old folk"

(14), and by the communal h a rmo ny b etween all

living things:
17).

"Such such were the

~

(italics mine;

Indeed , a whol e series of unions are propagated--

"old folk" and "youth-time "; "girls & boys"; "sitting"
and "play"; "They"/"our" and "we"; "oak" and " Green. "

10

That the initial, purely natural state of the first stanza
now includes, perhaps more to the point , focuses, on man,
indicates how far the level of consciousness has also
"blossomed."
Fruition in the second stanza becomes apparent
metrically in line eleven, having four stressed syllables,
more than any single line before it:
o{d John I with whi(e hair

( 11).

Employed in the stanza are more total stresses, a more
even distribution of feet, and a greater variety of meter ,
especially the trochee, which first appears in line
thirteen:

/.t

Sl

I

I

ting I un der I the oak.

The new foot, however, seems to carry with it a feeling of
falling, of wearing away, or of "aging''; it emotionally
reverses the iambic youthfulness of "the Sun"
remains tied to the image of "Old John''

(11) .

(1), and
The phrase

grammatically "turns" the iamb around by placing it at
the end of the line and, in spreading to a rare three foot
line, brings with it a hint of the "extenuations," the
complexities of growing that such a state, old age,
represents, even at the height of creative powers .

At

the end of my analysis I shall return to this "problem"
scansion presents, but by any interpretation, in terms of
emphasis , the metrical exfoliation here does denote the

11

climax of life-forces.

Embedded within the trochaic

modulation, the same line "contains" the iamb/anapest motif:

I 1 1ng
.
1 1 der the oak
I
S1t
un

(13 >.

Such variation of meter dramatically reinforces the images
by undergoing an organic "ripening"of its own, an aural
scherzo equaling the idea of Nature bursting forth.

While

only three lines continue the iamb/anapest surge of energy,
those three (14, 15, and 16) make up the center or the
"nucleus" of the stanza, as if the rampant drive to l ife
in the fitst stanza were here being structurally arranged
as th e source o f

13
.
Bacc h.1us, amp h 1macer,
an d

. .
f ru1t1on.

spondee, which appear at least once in the first stanza,
"increase•• in the second, much like a sapling be aring new
buds.
A further example of meter and image working closely
together on the idea of fruition surfaces in line nineteen:

13

Two lines . separate the amphimacers in stanza one:

I

I

I

I

lark and thrush

( 5 ).

( 8).
chear ful sound
Therefore, they "increase" by being structurally joined in
stanza two:
1
1
girls & boys,

.I

I

(18-19).
t1me were seen
Notice that the up-down-up motion of the amphimacer ("long
at both ends") inverts the rhythm of the three stanzas,
down-up-down.
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I
I t1me
.I were seen.
I
In our youth"Youth" and "time" are separated physically by the hyphen,
and metrically by scansion, clearly an attempt on the part
of both to divorce the "moment" at which Nature reaches a
pinnacle of creative prowess from its t e mporal chains.
It is the time of youth, and of a visionary youth at that
("were seen"), so the "mo ment" becomes more than a speck
in the illusory mist of hours and minutes and seconds.

It

symbolizes the yearly blossoming of youth, the eternal,
immortal movement of Life itself and, as such, transcends
.
14
t 1me.

Two noteworthy substitutions, however, point out the
decline of the process in the third stanza.

15

The

darkening, furtive trochee reappears more frequently, no

I

less than six time s, ending lines twenty-one ("wear y"),

I

I

twenty-two ("mer ry"), twenty-five ("moth ers"), and

I

twenty-six ("broth ers").

14

The latter two lines (25, 26)

Here again, the iamb/anapest rhythm is subtly

intoned:

I
I t1me
.I I were seen
I
( 19 ).
In our youthScanning the line in this way perhaps hurts more than helps
its rhythm, but the purpose for submerged metrical analogies
is clear: ultimately, for the poet, all of Creation
organizes itself around a similar, fundamental, and inflexible rhythmic pattern, a metrical substructure which
formally binds all living things .
15 Three, if we count the pyrrhic ("can be") in line
22. The lifeless diminuendo of the unstress e d foot, again,
serves to heighte n, intensify, and amplify Nature's descent
into night.

13

stretch to three feet, bracketed in the descending trochaic
step, and reverse an expec ted anapest in the middle with
dactyls:

16

I

I

I

Round the I laps of their I moth ers

I y I
Man

I
. I ters and: I broth
ers

(2 5-26) .

Sl.S

The effect speeds up the "fall," the descent, producing
tone of "world-weary"

17 resignation, leading back to the

protection and sense of renewal that "mothers"
the "nest"

(25) and

(27) provide.

The completed cycle ends on a note that hardly
disturbs us:

"no more"

(28), and "no more seen''

(22), "have an end"
(29).

( 24 ), "res t

11

Yet, what has this scenario

to do with the "innocent speaker," the naive "Pi pe r," who
seems intent on leading toward a bountiful view of lifeforces, but who inadvertently confronts a different fate ,
·the fate of all men?

Rather than grappling in some way

with this other "force''

(resolution through integration ,

growth, and maturity; or failure and defeat), most critics
would have us believe he goes merrily the same way as the

16

The substitution is relevant:
"The distinction
between 'rising' and 'falling' rhythms holds true also for
triple feet - anapests rise, dactyls fall, 11 Nims , p . 254.
Cf. also Shapiro and Beum, A Prosody Handbook (N.Y.:
Harper and Row, 1965), pp. 42-43:
"In serious contexts, the
effect of the dactyl ... has a tendency to produce an elegiac
tone."

17

b'd
~~I

p. 43 .

14

"weary little ones"
. 1'1rnax. 18
ant1-c

(21), scooting back horne in an ironic

The reader's sense of distance prevails.

Furthermore, considering the metrical emphasis of "Old
John"

(11), "white hair"

(11), and "old folk"

(14), we are

now obliged to follow up on our discussion of how images of
a decline in strength receive such precedence during the
tumescence of Spring, if not for ironic purposes.
A closer look, however, reveals that a double irony
is achieved in the second stanza.

Even though "Old John"

(11) has long since passed maturity, and his presence seems
to delude the narrator's vision, he, too, "laughs."

He

leads a chorus that transforms the narrator's "our play"
(15) into "such such were the joys I When we all girls &
boys"

(17-18); and his position "under the oak"

(13)

indicates the closeness he maintains with the symbolic
source of "inexhaustible life."
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His knowledge of the

past ("were the joys," 17; "were seen," 19), his union with

18

Compare Zachary Leader's response to this idea:
"But there is little reason to believe that e ither the old
folk or the speaker ... is conscious of any 'greater sunrise,'"
Reading Blake's Songs (Boston: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1981) 1 P• 81.
19
So described by J. E. Cirlot, in A Dictionary of
Symbols (N.Y.: Philosophical Library, 1962), p. 328. S.
Foster Damon calls the "oak" the "protector of innocence,"
Blake Dictionary (Boulder, Colo.: Sharnbhala , 1965), p.
305. Cf. also G. A. Gaskell, Dictionary of All Scriptures
and Myths (N.Y.: Julian Press, 1960), p. 543:
"oak-tree:
symbol of the Divine Life of the Universe."
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the present ("Does l augh, " 12; "They laugh," 15), and his
jovial, yet acute acceptance of the future

(" laugh away

care ," 12; "laugh at our play," 15; and " say ," 16),
illustrate a man whose experiences have woven the thre e
"stages " of the life -cycle into an imaginative, personal
"whole ."

Amidst what appear to be isolated instances of

birth, fruition, and decline is the constancy of the process ,
a universa l rhythm mirrored, given its fullest expression ,
within the creative facu lty of man, the Imaginat i o n.
and death, as we know them , disappear .

Life

This i s the "fruit "

that "Old John" bears , the higher understanding he teaches
by example.
Metrical support for my conclusions surface in the
last four lines of the third stanza .

Not surprisingly ,

her e , at the very e nd of the poem, at the very moment of
" decline ," the rhythm which initiated the surge of life
emerges once again:
Like

bi~ds
I

I
I in their nest ,
I

Are rea I dy for rest ;

I

I

And sport I no more s een,

I

I

On the Ec I cho ing Green

( 27 -30).

In the midst of "rest " and "sport n o more seen ," occurs
the hint of new l ife and energy ; as life subside s, it does
so as a prelude for the next surge .

CHAPTER TWO
The Shepherd•s Sweet Lot:
in

11

Argument and Anapest

The Shepherd,.

I am the good shepherd; I know my own and
my own know me, as the Father knows me and I
know the Father; and I lay down my life for the
sheep.l

Despite the voluminous criticism of Songs of Innocence,
precious little refers specifically to

11

The Shepherd. 112

Perhaps the poem•s nursery rhyme appearance condemns it to
consistently oversimplified approaches, always to be swept
up as evidence of some larger theme.

Perhaps , on the other

hand, the poem has consistently been misread.

More often

than not, the closer one gets to a writer•s theme, the
farther one gets from the poem and from what can actually
be demonstrated to 11 mean 11 something.

One hears ideas

peddled like week-old fruit on a street corner and passes
by unfulfilled.

For example, this bit of Procrustean fare

is typical:
Each creature is a member one of another because
of their common membership in God•s love and the body

1
2

John 10:14-15.

Blake, Poetry and Prose, p. 7. Further references
to this edition of the poem will appear in my text as line
numbers in parentheses.
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of His creation. This participation in one life is
nicely stated in "The Shepherd," where the freedom of
the shepherd ("From the morn to the evening he
strays") is consonant with his watchfulness, for he
is himself a sheep watched over by his Shepherd with
generous love. The condition of peace is security
without restraint. 3
The notion of a "common membership in God ..• " certainly
4
seems germane, but anyone who has read "The Shepherd"
closely

recognizes the problem in assuming that the shepherd

watching his sheep and the Shepherd . watching over him are
ultimately different figures, one of whom exists wholely
outside of the poem.

5

Quite the opposite, the two are

simply extensions of the same metaphor, an understanding of
·which will aid us here.
2a.

Metaphoric Levels in "The Shepherd"
Theomorphic
Anthropomorphic

Morphic
"Shepherd"
"sheep"

=

Pastor/"Good Man"
flock

= Yahweh/Jesus/"Divine"
mankind.

3

Hartin Price, "The Vision of Innocence," from his
To the Palace of Wisdom: Studies in Order and Energy from
Dryden to Blake (N.Y.: Doubleday & Co., 1964), p. 39.
4
"We move closer to a specifically religious statement
of ... faith in 'The Shepherd,'" Gillham, Blake's Contrary
States, p. 225.
5 Hirsch is very close to my approach:
"As a figure
who represents the sacramental relationship between an
adult and the children nurtured by him, that is, the
relationship between God and Man, the Shepherd is also a
symbol of the poet who concerns himself with the spiritual
nurture of children," Innocence and Experience, p. 174.
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On the literal level, "Shepherd ... " (1) and "sheep" (3)
suggest an imaginative joining of human with animal; on the
second, as a traditional metaphor for the pastor and his
congregation, the images join the individual with human

.
6 and on a third and richly prophetic level, the
soc1ety;
shepherd, according to Biblical allusions as either a
benevolent Yahweh

7

or a messianic Jesus,

8

is likewise the

"Divine Shepherd," and his flock all of mankind; thus,
human joins with the godhead.
No Shepherd watches capriciously from above.

The

metaphor includes Him in the movement "upwards," first from
animal into a greater human consciousness, and then from
human into the Divine, into Consciousness itself.
situation is essentially the same on each level:

The
a single

individual is responsible for the welfare of the group.
The analogies, however, gain considerably.
real life herds real sheep.

A shepherd in

But a pastor herds his flock

in a figurative way, tending man's concerns and the well-

6 "Pastor" is Latin for "shepherd," as M. H. Abrams
describes:
"Christian pastoralists combined allusions to
the golden age and to the Garden of Eden, and also exploited
the symbolism of "shepherd" (the ecclesiastical or parish
"pastor," the Good Shepherd) to give many pastoral poems
a Christian range of reference," A Glossary of Literary
Terms (N.Y.: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1971), p. 120.
7

"The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want," Psalms

23:1.
8

"I am the good shepherd," John 10:11.
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being of his soul.

And the Divine Shepherd is not merely

responsible for the physical or the spiritual well-being
of His flock; as God, He symbolizes the very source of both.
Clearly, then, "peace 11 is hardly a condition of "security
without restraint."

As the reciprocal levels of meaning

indicate, it is more one of responsive interaction, where
the "Good Shepherd" initiates a hierarchical correspondence
between Himself and His creations, "creatures" otherwise
unrelated.
These prefatory remarks are not arbitrary.

A more

complete understanding of the structure and function of
the metaphor avoids any similar confusions and, at the same
time, provides a solid foundation upon which to approach
the poem.

It is evident, first, that "The Shepherd" works

on three interconnected plane s, and second, that his "swee t
lot" (1) becomes most meaningful when conceptually elevated
to the last of these, the Divine.
To read the poem as a "factual" account, as, let us
say, a child's fanciful description of the pastor's duties,
is to fall into the same kind of critical er ror we have
just skirted.

However easily might be traced in Blake's

shepherd a figure of paternal protection and guidanc e on
either level, attempting to add color and hue and thereby
to bring to a reader's attention those features which
animate him and give him meaning is not e asily done.

Even

20

as the synthesis of Christian and Pastoral conceits, "The
Shepherd" illustrates no specific code of morals or pattern
of behavior, supplies no ready-made answers to the deeper
questions of faith and conscience and , consequently ,
provides no spiritual "sustenance" the "Good Man" could
then, in turn, share with his congregation.

How other

pastors, other frail, often misguided shepherds should or
should not lead their flock is given up to the prescripts
of the vaguest kind:
"shall be filled"
and "is nigh" (8).

"strays" ( 2) , "shall follow"

(4), "hears" (5/6), "is watchful"
In danger

( 3) ,
(7),

indeed is the flock whose

shepherd beholds Almighty God in mere appearance, that
they also "look up, and are not fed."

9

If to these textual problems one adds the rhetorical
shift from a series of sentences causally arranged , in the
first stanza, to a series of sentences less and less so ,
in the second, a literal reading begins to prove a task
more self-defeating than difficult.

The development the

images undergo organically and the idea they produce point
a different conclusion, one which , as I hope to show,
reconciles the transcendent metaphor with this paradoxical
shift in the argument.
My exegesis follows essentially the same path as that

9 John Milton , "Lycidas, " 1. 125.

~
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marked off in "The Ecchoing Green," except in this case a
textual analysis will precede the metrical amplification.
Here an analysis of the text will attempt to demonstrate
how its argument intentionally becomes less "logical''; how
this shift away from a logical or rational argument, and
toward an "irrational" one, is concomitant with a thematic
movement of opposites away from a system of thought which
separates them,and toward a more imaginative dialogue
which allows for their unification; and how the structural
discrepency can best be understood as an attempt on the part
of the poet to describe what is by nature indescribable.
An analysis of meter will focus on the predominantly
anapestic rhythm and its relationship to the shepherd,
isolate two stunningly effective variations of that rhythm,
and discuss the overall ''stabilizing" effect meter creates
in the last stanza.

In short, though "The Shepherd" appears

simple and perfectly innocent on the surface, critically
dismissed and undervalued, i t evolves under scrutiny as
a deeply complex, multi-layered web of content, structure,
and idea.

The poem's playfulness cheers us, yet its real

beauty seeks to draw us further into paradoxes and, by
this same path,into those Divine Pastures of the Shepherd,
the "All Glorious Imagination."

10

Jerusalem 49:13.

10
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Accordingly, the four sentences which compose the first
stanza of "The Shepherd" begin and end in almost Aristotelian
precision, introducing the "subject" in line one and then
proceeding to say something about that subject in the next
three lines:
How sweet is the Shepherds sweet lot,
From the morn t o the evening he strays:
He shall follow his sheep all the day
And his tongue shall be filled with praise

(1-4).

Yet the final image jars the reader momentarily--out of an
abstract background the Shepherd suddenly materializes in
concrete reality--and in effect demands a second look.

What

lies beneath this uncharacteristic shift surfaces , I
believe, as we begin to examine line by line the development
of the poem•s argument.

The following illustration should

help to clarify my approach.
2b.

The Argument:

Diagram of the First Stanza

l

"Shepherds sweet lot" (1)
"he strays"

Statement

(2 )

"He shall follow"

t_

duty /proof

duty/proof

( 3)

'll
"to ngue filled with praise"

(4)

Restatement/proof/
conclusion

Ironically, line one seems to introduce the "Shepherds
sweet l ot"

(1) as if it were the affirmative repetition of

a question already asked.
except in this

But the line is not a question ,

the ''rhetorical" sense, and one can hardly

help enjoying the delightful twist such an idea presents ,
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smacking as it does of the rationally oriented mind that
Blake everywhere struggles to liberate (a mind, I might add,
having very little room for divinities or paradoxes).

The

first line is, more to the point, an exclamation, one that
entices the reader by appearing to entertain his point of
11
view.
Several readings, however, show that it actually
states a position the entire poem then goes on to

defend.

Lines two and three attempt to support the first
line by telling what make the shepherd's "lot" (1) so
"sweet" (1); loosely speaking, because he "strays" (2)
with and "follow[s]" (3) after "his sheep" (3).

Each

statement, though appearing to pack little imagistic ·
punch, is nonetheless a coherent development of the line
before it, and each provides for a coherent progression
to the line after it, a sentence pattern striking for its
prosaic style.

On the other hand, something quite the

opposite takes place in the last line of the stanza.
Blocking out ''[h]ow sweet is the Shepherds sweet lot"
(1) and reading the second, third, and fourth lines by
themselves, it becomes apparent that, in this series, the
final line functions most appropriately as a result, as the
condition which comes about because of an exchange between

11

"A rhetorical question is a question asked, not to
evoke an actual reply, but to achieve an emphasis stronger
than a direct statement," Abra~s, Literary Terms, p. 149.
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"Shepherd ... " (1) and "sheep " (3).

In other words, in the

process of the Shepherd's "stray[ing]" (2) and "follow[ing]"
(3), "his tongue"

(4) becomes pregnant 12 with sound.

The

poem suggests a second subject, likewise supported by lines
two and three.
Line four could be translated into something like:
"the shepherd or the pastor performing his duties will have
good things to say about his respective flock."

But this

version vastly understates the case in view of the rhetorical
development that leads to it.

Critics may account for the

flip-flopping of the argument only as flaw or flash of
brilliance, and if Blake is not "so evidentl y insane ," 13
if he is neither "capricious " about his craft nor "confused"
as to his purpose, then the last line could be a thematic
attempt to draw the two logically antithetical ideas into
an illogical, or a symbolic resolution.

If so, the line

would function as both proof of the "Shepherds sweet lot"
(1), and as the "sweet lot" itself, as both the part and
the whole.

Thus emerges a second, yet the same subject.

Furthermore, "lot" (1) and "tongue" (4) are grammatically
equated as subjects of their own clauses and, in order,

12

The image connotes the Shepherd 's being ripe
("filled") with aural ("tongue") riches ("praise ").
13
.
"Letter from Robert Southey to Caroline Bowles, 11 in
William Blake: Songs of Innocence and Experience, ed.
Margaret Bottral (London : Macmillan & Co., 1969), p. 44.
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parallel each other.
2c.

Subject Outline in the First Stanza

Line
Line
Line
Line

1,
2,
3,
4,

subject--"sweet" (adj. complement)/"lot" (noun)
subject--"he'' (pronoun--the Shepherd)
subject--"He" (pronoun--the Shepherd)
subject--"tongue" (noun--of the Shepherd).

The point over and over reappears. This close identification of the Divine Shepherd with His Word intends to
conflate the two structurally, thematically, and symbolically
as the same thing--the "Shepherds sweet lot'' (1) is "his
tongue ... filled praise"

(4).

Here the theomorphic metaphor

comes sharply into view.
Where else is such a Shepherd equal to His pregnant
"tongue" (4)?

One major parallel is Saint John, who

declares, "In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was
with God, and the ~vord was God.

n

14

Blake himself addresses

this idea in his annotations to Lavater's Aphorisms on Man:
For let it be rememberd [sic] that creation is.
God descending according to the weakness of man for
our Lord is the word of God & every thing on earth is
the word of God & in its essence is God.15
And he repeats the Fiat Lux in Four Zoas:
... I heard the mild & holy voice I Saying 0
light spring up and shine & I sprang up from the
deep.lb

14

John 1:1.

15 Blake, Poetry and Prose, pp. 588-89.
16 Four Zoas, v:221-24.
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The analogies wear well, and tailor the obtuse imagery and
uneven argument of the first stanza into an economical
thematic pattern.

The shift from rhetorical to imaginative

thinking was necessitated by the depth of the subject, a
poem not only about a human, but about a Divine Shepherd.
This same figure, for Blake at once "God," "man," and "the
Imagination,"

17

symbolizes that mysterious force out of

which all life springs and into which all life flows back
again, all-powerful, all-knowing, and all-creating, greater
than man yet a part of him, and as far beyond rational
comprehension as Saturn is from the centipede.

Since it

intends no literal description, the poem gives none; and
since its purpose aims far above the one-sided grasp of
18
reason,
the concluding line imaginatively catapults the
reader into the irrational and, with the same motion,
toward the Divine.
From this critique may be gleaned two things, both
foundation stones of Blake's philosophy and guidelines for
this thesis:

first, that the abstract, supranatural

divinity is likewise very close and very human;

19

and second,

17 Marglnalla
.
. engraved on "The Laocoon,
.. 11 ln
•
Er d man,
Poetry and Prose, between pp. 454-55.
18 Blake expresses it be tter in his marginalium on Sir
Joshua Reynolds:
"God forbid that Truth should be confined
to Mathe matical Demonstrations," in Erdman, Poet ry and
Prose, p. 648.
19 B1 oom wan d ers agaln:
.

"the Shepherd inspires a
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that the Christian cosmogony is reversed.

20

Again, in the

first stanza, line two specifically associates the Shepherd
with heavenly bodies, the sun and the earth, and imbues Him
with a kind of universal presence; line three then brings
Him into contact with earthly "bodies" as metaphoric
guardian of the "sheep'' (3); and line four completes the
hypostasis when the Shepherd anatomically becomes man, the
creative man, instantly "conceiving words."

21

the Divine Shepherd and His Word--idem sunt!)

(Here again,
Moreover,

unlike the Shepherd in Genesis who begets by division,
Blake's Shepherd creates by bringing logically antagonistic
elements into complementary alignment.
"morn"

(2) and "evening"

following "his sheep"

His straying weaves

(2) into "day" (3); and by

(3) He establishes an.intimate link

between oppositions on three metaphoric levels (see "Table
2a").

By inference, a sacred thread is woven from above

to below, ending to beginning, and death to rebirth; from

confidence in his flock which is entirely dependent upon his
actual presence," Blake's Apocalypse, p. 39. Hy point is
that Blake believes God's presence is within:
"God becomes
as we are, that we may be as he is," "There is No Natural
Religion," in Poetry and Prose, p. 2.
20

The difference in philosophy is analogous t o nuclear
physics:
fission ("Genesis") creates energy by breaking
atoms apart; fusion ("The Shepherd") by putting them
together.·
21

Wallace Stevens, "Two Figures in Dense Viol e t
Light," 1. 9.
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macrocosm to microcosm; from the penetrating sun to the
receiving earth; and from the p revailing dark of evening
to the budding light of morn, a "fabric " vibrant, universal,
and absolute ly binding.

Amidst this penumbra of paradoxes,

it is the power of God that awakens in man, a truly Blakean
act.
Eve n if critics continue to read the first four lines
as a somewhat cloudy description or character of a sanguine
tribut e to bucolic i dea ls, half-couched in mysti cal madness,
half-blurred by poetic license, from e ither perspective
their position would find very littl e support in the
second f our line s:
For h e hears t h e l ambs innocent call,
And h e hears the ewes t ender reply,
He is watchful whi l e they are in peace,
For they know wh e n their s hepherd is ni gh

( 5 -8).

Knowl edge of the first stanza's des i gn prev e nt s o ur being
lulled into children's verse or h a lf-eyed anthologizing;
for the lines continue the drama of the Panto krat or
("Creator of All Things") come to life through His
creation, and they do so with increasing power and eco nomy.
Unlike the first stanza, wherein the initial three
lines proceed logically a nd the final l i ne turn s the m
around, in the second stanza the argument l eaps unrest r ai n ed
into paradox a nd de ns er and dens e r, i.e. more comp l ex
and mor e paradoxica l, sentence patterns.

At this point,

illustrating the transition between the two stanzas , along
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with a brie f commentary on that transition, will p rove
h e lpful.
2d. The Argument:
Se cond Stanza
(1)

And his

Rhetorical Shift from First to
1tongu e s hall b e fill ed with prais ej (4).

'.,;

\1/

(2) For he h e ars

( 3)

And h e h e ars

th~

lambs innocent call,

the ewes t ender re 1

(5- 6 ).

(1) The Sheph erd is filled with praise ;
(2) but the Shepherd doe s n ot speak; He obliquely
does the opposi t e --"hears" ;
(3) the pregnant "tongu e " is finall y given vo ice ,
against a ll l ogic , through the flock.
The l e ap from line four to the second stanza has
indeed "bore " fruit.

After the fi rst stanza , surely

\'le

expect to h ear the Shepherd speak, what with His " tongue "
(4) so full.

But we do not; we hear "l amb ... " (5) and

" e we ... " ( 6) , "hi s sheep"

( 3) .

Thi s arrangement intensifies t h e poem 's rhetorical
evolution in two ways.

First, it further identifies as

it s subject matter t h e " sweet lot"
Shepherd.

(1) of a Divine

Like spirit mixing with matter, the hallowed

prese nce continues Hi s sensu o u s "descent '' into human form ,
from physical

"to n gue " (4) into t h e soul-rending sway of

"call" (5) and " reply "
Divine Di alogu e .

( 6 ), from hypostatic Word into

The theomorphic Sheph erd e nters His

flock as an animat ing forc e , the pote nti a l

for " prais e "
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(4) in each voice,
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so that when a member speaks, each is

"like God," voicing a part of himself, dicens sacero verbo
Dei.

Second, because of His Divine nature, the attempt

to define the Shepherd engages Him more actively as a
unifier, hence, as a source of oppositions.

His ability to

"hear ... " (5/6) suggests He has synesthetically harmonized
His flock.

He is directly involved in the proceedings,

first as a generator ("tongue ... filled with praise," 4),
and then, as a receiver ("hears," 5/6) of verbal energy.
God's Word is both aural and audible,
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moves both inwardly

and outwardly, and rouses creation in ways considered
impossible or fantastic or otherwise "beyond" the power
of man.

Not only does the Shepherd's pregnant "tongue"

(4) seem to bear its Divine Word through the "lamb ... "
(5) and "ewe ... " (6), a singularly remarkable feat, but,
because He also "hears'' (5/6) that sound as it comes out
of their mouths and into His ears, we might say He is
therefore "impregnated" all the while He "gives birth."
Not surprisingly, though lines five and six rhetorically

22 Here Gillham and I are at odds:
"'The Shepherd'
very gently hints that the impulse in man the poem describes
may take the direction indicated by some specific religion,
but it does not attempt to define the shepherd's 'praise'
in any detail," Innocence and Experience, p. 227.
23

Perhaps, since "tongue" (4) is relative to both
the mouth and speech, and since the Divine Word is said to
"nourish" (Deut. 8:3; Luke 4:4), taste is also implied.
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build on the "turn" in line four and in that way "double"
the paradox, they are structurally a condensation of
the three-one pattern established in the first stanza.
They look and read like a couplet, a complete unit of
thought in only two lines and, in so doing, pack twice as
much meaning into half the space.
Here we must reflect a little on the "lamb ... " (5)
and "ewe ... " (6), those individual members who have been
brought together

under the Shepherd's guidance, who speak

and, in speaking, bring to life axioms bridging the spectrum
of human experience.

Each image carries so much symbolic

weight that no single definition could possibly exhaust
it.

One might suffice to say that, by themselves, they

would normally push in completely opposite directions,
the "lamb ... "

(5) toward "youth 11 and "innocence ," the

"ewe ... " (6) toward "maturity" and wisdom," but that, in
their present context, they ar e made to pull against the
flow and toward each other.

Few would argue with the

conclusion that their association ("innoce nt call," 5;
"tende r reply," 6) suggests antithetical states reconciled,
quite in k eep ing with my thesis.

Following the metaphoric

analogies, however, perhaps we can get closer to t h em still.
2e.

Metaphoric Levels of "lamb" and "ewe"

Morphic
"lamb"
"ewe 11

Anthropomorphic

=

"child 11
"mother "

Theomorphic
"Divine Child"/"Lamb of God "

= "Divine Mother"/ Bride."
11
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On the anthropomorphic level, "lamb ... "

(5) and "ewe ... "

(6) are thinly veiled representatives for mother and child,
individuals differentiat ed from the collective group
("sheep," 3).

Yet these images, no less than the "shepherd"

(8), also have their theomorphic aspects, and relate
intimately as transcendent figures.

The metaphor, in this

way, is democratic, and its allusion to an immediate
"family" having Divine Counterparts is valid.

The potential

to take part in a Sacred Dialogue hove rs on the warm breath
of each member, man, woman, and child, for each possesses
"Imagination, that is, God himself."

24

As the Shepherd's epiphany gains momentum, "sheep "
(3) assume the individual forms of "lamb ... "
"ewe ... "

(5) and

(6) and, by extension, take o n a numinous quality.

It is not inconceivable, should we ponder a moment on the
significances of this change, that an equally strong
symbolic corollary directs our attention to Revelation and
St. John's mystical marriage of the "Lamb" and his "bride,"

24

Marginalium on "The Laocoon," in Erdman, Poetry and
Prose, between pp. 454-455.
25

In his own words, "this is the time for the
marriage of the Lamb.
His bride is ready" (Rev 19:7-9);
or, 11 Come here and I will show you the bride that the Lamb
has married 11 (Rev 21:9-10).
It is a 11 Lamb," mor eov er , who
11
is also a "shepherd":
because the Lamb who is at the
throne will b e their shepherd and will lead them to springs
of living water" (Rev 7:17).

25
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the sacred hierosgamos of Mother and Son.

26

the chorus between "lamb ... " (5) and "ewe ... "
a sounding of "self-hood,"

27

Accordingly,
(6) would be

or the unification of the

26

The idea of a sacred marriage,archetypally as well
as in Christian mythology, has been exhaustively investigated by Dr. C. G. Jung. His conclusions are very precise:
"the hierosgamos [symbolizes] the union of opposites and
reconciliation of the divided ... in God," Mysterium
Coniunctionis (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977),
par. 207; it "signifies the highest and the lowest, the
brightest and the darkest, the best and the most detestable.
It represents the pattern of renewal and rebirth" (Ibid.,
par. 178), and has its "dogmatic parallels in the marriage
of the Lamb ... and the hierosgamos of the mother of the
gods and the son" (Ibid., par. 412). Moreover, Dr. Jung
eloquently reveals that "[t]he conflict between worldliness
and spirituality, latent in the love-myth of Hother and Son,
was elevated by Christianity to the mystic marriage of
sponsus (Christ) and sponsa (Church)" (Ibid., par. 196),
elsewhere quoting a founder of Christian theology as proof.
"St. Augustine ... actually interprets Christ's death as a
hieros gamos with the mother:
Like a bridegroom Christ went forth from his
chamber, he went out with a presage of his nuptials
into the fields of the world ... He came to the
marriage-bed of the cross, and there, in mounting
it, he consummated his marriage. And when he
perceived the sighs of the creature, he lovingly
gave himself up to the woman matrona [italics in
original] for ever.
'Matrona' in the language of St. Augustine means the
Church, the bride of the Lamb," Symbols of Transformation
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976), pars. 67172. For a thorough understanding of this idea and its
relevance, in general, to literary criticism, I refer the
reader to Dr. Jung's collected works.
27

Dr. Jung describes the "self" as "the absolute basis
of all consciousness," The Archetypes and the Collective
Unconscious (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980),
par. 291, the "centre of personality ... which should be
understood as the totality of the psyche. The self is not
only the centre, but also the whole circumference which
embraces both conscious and unconscious; it is the center
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p alr
.
.
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t h e ln

On one side, the paradox-

ical merging underscores universal harmony between all
members of God's world and, on the other, personal harmony
between all "members" of one's own personality.
The final two lines in stanza two build independently
on the paradox, condensing into single units as they go.
In line seven, the Shepherd who has passively listened now
actively s ee s

("watchful," 7), and the quietly dramatic

ritual unfolding to "the lambs innocent call" (5) and "the
ewes tender reply"
(7).

(6) settles down into a communal "peace 11

Line eight reverses these.

The "watchful" (7)

Shepherd is "nigh" (8)--close at hand, in the sense of
having little distance b e twe e n Him and His flock--and
·certainly not very active, while "lamb ... " (5) and " ewe ... "
(6), who were "in peace 11

(7), now

11

know 11

(8) , and progress

of this totality," Psychology and Alchemy (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1980), par. 44. A short, concise ,
and convincing discussion on the dynamics of the " se lf"
might be followed up in two es says, "Conscious, Unconscious,
and Individuation," and "A Study in the Process of
Individuation," both in The Archetypes and the Col lective
Unconsciou s , VI, pp . 275-354.
28

The elevated, one might say e nlightened , state of
psychological 11 Wholeness 11 is "a process by which individual
beings are formed and diff e r e nti ated ... h a ving for its goal
the deve lopment of the individual personal i ty ... I ndiv iduation is closely connected with the Transcendent Func ti on
[italics in original], since this function creates individual lines of development which could n e v er be reached by
keeping to the path prescribed by collective norms"
Psychological Types (Princ eton : Prince ton Un ivers ity Press ,
197 6 ), pars. 757 & 759.
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symbolically from their being within one condition, under
t h e protec t ive auspices of the Shepherd , to having that
condition within them , as self-knowledge.

Sentence

structure accommodates the idea by doubl ing the one - subject/
one-predicate pattern, which dominates lines one through
six , to a two-subject/two-predicate pattern in lines seven
and eight .

Opposites , previously given their own "space, "

thus find themselves woven symmetrically into the same line,
balanced on ei t her end .
Met er supports this investigation of the argument,
as I stated above, in at least three ways : by underscoring
the creative surge of a Divine Shepherd; by dramatizing the
effect of His surge, a union of opposites, through the
technique of substitutions; and by balanci ng the capric iousness of rhetoric in the last stanza.

I begin with a

scansion of the poem :

I

I

I

How sweet I is the I Shep herds I sweet lot ,

I
I
I I n1ng
.
he strays:
From the morn I to the ev
I

I

I

He shall fol I low his sheep I a l l the day

I

I

I

And his tongue I shall be filled I with praise .

I

I

I

I

For he hears I the lambs I in no cent call ,

I

I

I

I

And he hears I the ewes I ten der re ply ,

I

I

I

He is watch I ful while they I are in peace,

I

I

I

For they know I when their Shep I herd is nigh .
What we experience while r eading , whatever the meter , is a
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gentle rising or swelling forward, similar to the effect
created in

11

The Ecchoing Green 11 and

11

Laughing Song . ..

Given

its transcendent subject matter, the overall tone is
appropriately dignified .

We might call this the rhythm

of the Shepherd then; and , since the anapest (vvj) so
dominates, composing four entire lines and sixteen of a
possibl e twenty-five feet, we might call this particular
foot the Shepherd's nuclear or kerne l rhythm , something
l ike His metrical equivalence--all of which makes a great
deal of sense , until we return to the opening line:

I

I

I

How sweet I is the I Shep herds I sweet lot
Again, the first line reads with perfect ease.

(1).

Yet , as I

have it portioned--iamb/pyrrhic/trochee/spondee--the meter
seems to force the words into an unnatural romp , yoking
four different feet together and dangerously overextending
an otherwise symmetrical three-foot pattern.
harmonious swelling, we

11

Instead of

hear 11 cacophonous variety.

One suggestion is that the anomalous beginning, rather
than as I have it , should be scanned iamb/anapest/anapest,
or

I

I

/I

I

How sweet I is the Shep I herds sweet lot
and the new arrangement looks to suit both idea and form
very well , exposing the kernel foot at the same time it
begins the key rhythm .

My reservation for not doing so

outright is a strong one, though--the long

11

e 11 in the

(l)
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adjectival "sweet" (1).

The vowel is the highest in the

line, certainly much higher in pitch than the "a " ("herd")

-

that comes before, or the "on ("lot") that comes after , a n d
the sharp rise our voices must make between t he two lower
sounds gives "sweet" (1) mo re air and, I beli eve , more
emphasis.

At the least, the syllable dese r ves a secondary

stress (//), as I have indicated.
The line offers two different and yet two defensible
scansions, metrically intoning the rhythm of the Shepherd

I

("is the Shep"), but doing so in such a way as to hide the
nuclear foot itself, th e anapest:

I

- - - - - -1- -

1

I

II

How sweet I i:_s _the_I_She_E_}herds I sweet lot
The ambiguity is meaningf ul.

(1).

When we recall that l ine one

is an introduction in the very broadest sense, and that ,
even so, out of this abstract backg round a close and
rather exact philosophical portrait unfolds, perhaps we
have a met rical attempt at the same idea.

The e lusive first

line, metrically a "chaotic" first line, actually "contains"
the rhythm which dominates the poem from t he r e o n.

That is ,

just as the argument maintains that every liv ing thing has
within itself potential knowledge of God ("know ," 8 ),
meter likewise sugges ts the first line has within it the
potential rhythm of God , a rhythm which earmarks His
creative surge.

Out of a bumpy, slightly unbal a nced

beginning, orde r emerges in the form of eight consecutive
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anapests.

We experience a metrical "ep iphany ," as wel l as

an imagistic one.

We see that meter, what Fussell calls

"a prime p h ysical and emot i onal constituent of poetic
meaning,"

29

works so close to the images as to be

inseparable, and that, in this poem, the hidden anapest
symbolizes the hidden potential of a Divine Shepherd ,
no less than the "tongue . .. filled with praise"

(4)

.
. D1v1ne
. .
symb o 1 1zes
H1s
Wor d . 30
Two unorthodox substituti ons, the choriambs in lines
five and six, crown the rhythmic spreading:

I

I

I

I

I

I

For he hears I the lambs I in n o cent call,

I

I

and he hears I the ewes I t e n der re ply

(5 - 6).

Most critics maintain that since the choriamb is a classical
foot, it is the r efor e un suited for Anglo-Saxon poetry ,
rare ly us ed and then to little effect .

Room remains for a

29 Paul Fussell, Poetic Meter and Poetic Form (N.Y . :
Random House , 1965), p . 3.
30 The "Word" which creates order out of chaos has
cosmic parallels in Mi lton ' s "holy Light":
the voice
Of God, as with a Mantle didst invest
the rising world of waters dark a~d deep,
Won from The void and formless infinite
(Paradise Lost iii :9 - l2 );
and in the Old Tes t ame nt's Yahweh:
In the beginning God created the heavens and the
earth. The earth was without form and vo id, and darkn ess was upon the face of the deep; and the Spirit of
God was moving over the fac e of the waters
(Genesis 1:1- 2) .
The " Spirit of God " is His Word .
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traditional two-syllable approach, as the dotted lines now
indicate:

I

I

I
I
I 1n
. I no ,' cent call,
For he hears I the lambs
I

I

I

I

I

t

and he hears I the ewes I ten der /

{

(5-6).

re p y

I

Following the argument, when the Shepherd's "tongue . ..
filled with praise''

(4) bears its fruit through "lamb ... "

(5) and "ewe ... " (6), the lines attempt to "g i ve birth"
metrically by adding a whole new foot.

With this additional

foot, lines five and six parallel, but counter, the
"erratic" introduction.

They stretch out smoothly into

four feet, and our vo ice s roll ge ntl y up one side ("For he

I

I

hears," 5; "and he hears ," 6), sound a soft crescendo where

I

I

I

I

the doubl e stresses meet ("lambs I in," 5; " ewes I te n," 6 ),
I

and then roll back down just as easily ("no /
I

"der

1

re," 6) toward the final stresse s

cent," 5;

I

("call," 5;

I

6) •

Yet neither the metrical fruitio n nor the rhythm
diminish in meaning if we regard the last two feet as
choriambic in nature; in fact, doing so dramatically
intensifies these relationships.

Choriambs continue a

three-foot pattern, the symmetry of the Divine Shepherd's
hypostasis, joining "lamb ... "

(5) and "ewe ... " ( 6 ) within

the same structure and, thus, metrically includ ing them in
that hypostasis.

The feet expand internally, so t hat the

sudden and pa radoxic a l

"swelling" in the argument , instead
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of being "added on," becomes something of an inner, imaginative experience.

And, though traditional meter would

separate the last two words, choriambs balance ("harmonize")
metrical and phrasal rhythms by allowing for the inherent
pull between unstressed syllables.

In line five, the l ong

vowel ("o" of "in no") glides unobstructed into sibilance
("s" of

"~ence")

and, in line six, a liquid "r" runs

continuously from "der"
ply") .

(of "ten der") to "re" (of ".E_e

The effect seeks to abolish "normal" scansion and

to bind the two together.
We have done more than remove two dotted lines.

At

the crucial moment in the argument, where "lamb ... " ( 5 )
and "ewe ... " (6) and "Shepherd ... " (1) are fused together
as One Voice, we unde rstand that that same drama approximates itse lf structurally.

They are a "chorus," just as

the foot implies.
After such a daring deviation, we might expect meter
to "take off" in the final two lines , but it does not,
and six anapests conclude the poem.
the argume nt seems obvious:

How this structure fits

returning to the three-syllable

foot is a return to the creative surge which initially
orchestrated "The Shepherd," so an e nd on the highest
possible note, perhaps even a foreshadowing of the next
beginning as it goes.

What is not obvious, on the other

hand, is how a second grouping of this same foot escapes the
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metrical superficiality which inundates most anapestic
poetry in the Eighteenth-Century.

As Ostriker tells us ,

" although anapest was not unknown in Blake's time the
few serious [i talics mine] poems in this meter never

.
1131
excee d prett1ness.

Other Songs of Innocenc e whose

dominant rhythms are anapestic, "The Ecchoing Green 11 and
"Nurse's Song , " for example , use frequent substitution
to avoid monotony, whereas "Laughing Song'' focuses on a
single substitution, the spondee, and repeats it
sequentially.

"The Shepherd " does neither in the last

two lines; yet, the lines do not "gallop," and the major
reason for that lies with the argument.
The idea which directs the poem , as we have seen,
grows increas ingly paradoxical, doubli n g the relationship
between opposites in lines seven and eight by a doubling
of their sentence structure.

The lines provoke deeper and

more complex analogies in a shorter and shorter space and,
thus, make greater demands on the reader .

By way of

contrast, the following anapests make n o such demand :

I

I

I

the llt I tle dog laughed I to see I suc h sport

!

I

I

and the d1sh I r an a way I with the spoon .
The speed of the last line is especially evident in its
playful association of images.

31

A quick flight of fancy

Ostriker, Vision and Verse, p. 16.
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is prefigured in the argument, and three anapests complement a sense of "running away."
opposite with Blake's lines.

But it is just the

They do not move as fast

because of the considerable rhetorical shuffling going on
beneath the surface.

They force the reader to concentrate

and, rather than speed up, they serve to stabili ze the
argument, providing a consistent rhythmic substructure upon
which the meaning might b e measured.

Together, meter

and meaning achieve a delicate balance, and the surge
of life forces settles into a steady flow.

CHAPTER THREE
Metrical Phenomena in Two Songs

The view I take is that meter, and prosody in
general, is itself meaning. Rhythm is neither
outside of a poem's meaning nor an ornament to it.
Rhythmic structures are expressive forms, cognitive
elements, communicating those experiences which
rhythmic consciousness can alone communicate:
empathic human responses to time in its passage. 1

The concluding analyses will concentrate on two poems ,
"Laughing Song"

2

and "The Little Black Boy," 3 and on two

prosodic phenomena which support my readings of the Songs
of Innocence:

the "metrical correlative" and ''spatial

meter."
A "metrical correlative"

4

substitute feet, once isolated

occurs whe n identical
a~d

grouped together, act as

a kind of code-like thematic statement.

Thr o ugh meter,

1

Harvey Gross, Sound and Form in Modern Poe try
(Ann Arbor: Michigan University Pres s , 1965), p . 12.
2

Blake , Poetry and Prose , p. 11. Furthe r r eferences
to this edition of the poem, and to "The Little Black Boy, "
will appear in my . text as line numbers in parentheses .
3

4

Blake, Poetry and Pros e , p. 9 .

T. s. Eliot's "obj ect correlative" plays a role
here; for "me trical correlative " me r e ly exchanges "a set
of objects, a situation, a chain of events ," for their
metrical equivalence in feet , which are
always identical,
I
or parallel substitutions .
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the dramatic development of key images is aurally "correlated" in similar deviant feet, thus allowing the feet to
function jointly as a cohesive, metaphoric sub-structure.
We will see how the spondee works just so in "Laughing
Song," upholding and intensifying an ever-expanding union
of opposites.

"Spatial meter"

5

takes its name from Frank's

"spatial form," and the idea here is much the same, except
that my application emphasizes a suspension of time
created in the individual metrical unit--the ellipsis.
Twice in "The Little Black Boy" disparate qualities are
made to coalesce in the same "moment," first, because
they lack normal mechanical obstructions and, second,
because they are metrically fused within a single foot.
The two are structurally unified both ways, a process
which ultimately transcends time.
In short, despite the former's being dismiss e d as
"meaningle ss exultation,"
and ironic,"

6

6

and the latter's as "misleading

the conceptual goal of both poems is to

teach the reader something about his imaginative potential,
how to orchestrate, and thus to participate in, Nature's

5

Joseph Frank, "Spatial M.eter in Mode rn Poetry," in
Critiques and Essays in Critic ism, ed. Robert v7ooster
Stallman (N.Y.: Ronald Press, 1949), pp. 315-328.
6

7

Price, To the Palace of Wisdom, p. 39.
Bloom, Blake's Apocalypse, p. 48.
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"sweet chorus"

(12), on the one hand, while learning ''to

bear the beams of love"

(14), on the other.

With this

thematic purpose in mind, Blake addresse s pause and stress
and their various combinations, and, no less than with
imagery, deliberately organizes each into a rhythm expressive of that theme.

In order for the reader to appreciate

the implications of "metrical correlative" and "spatial
meter" fully, I will present a short but concise explication
of the poem first, and then go on to demonstrate how the
phenomenon supports it.
The "Laughing Song" consists of an elaborate series
of unions woven betwee n Nature and man, tightly organized
around sound and that "transcendent" harmony sound
orchestrates as a result, a theme which begins with the
laughter of Nature and builds to a crescendo in singing
("To sing," 12).

The speaker, the reader, and all o f

existence give voice in unison.

Laughter is singing, for

Blake, universal concordance--creative, copulative,
sensual, orderly, and above all, divine--to be intoned
"with the voice of joy " (1) by one unified "chorus" (12) .

8

8

Jung concurs:
"That sound should be the first
thing created has parallels in the 'creative word' in
Genesis, in Simon !-1agus, where the voice corresponds to the
sun, in the sounds or cries of lamentation mentioned in
Poimandres, and in God's laughter [italics mine] at . the
creation of the world in a Leiden Papyrus," Symbo ls o f
Transformation, p. 45.
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All of Nature gathers to a cadence or rhythm that ascends
incremental ly to a focal point in the human being:
( 1 ) joins with " stream" ( 2 ) , joins with

11

air 11

(

"woods"

3 ) , j o ins

with "hill" (4), joins with "meadows" (5), joins with
"grasshopper" (6), so that all might "Come live and be
merry and join with me"

(italics mine; 11).

The images of

natural union lend credence to, whi le consecrating, the
"joining" implored of their human counterparts.

Nature

and man r espond in kind; for us, the poem itself, reading
it, is participation indeed.
What becomes apparent through the merging of opposite
elements,
them.

9

moreover, is the osmotic rhythm or flow between

Thus, plural "woods"

(1) condenses to singular "hill"

(4), but expands in the next stanza to plural "meadows"
(5).

Likewise, singular images of "stream" (2), "air"

(3), "hill" (4), and "grasshopper" ( 6 ), all correlated by
the personified ability to "laugh," are concluded, yet
paradoxically increased, in the plural image of "painted
birds," who also "laugh" (9).
Susan and Emily"

Movement from "Mary and

(7) to "their sweet round mouths sing"

(italics mine; 7) achieves the same goal.

This pattern of

9 The four basic elements necessary for life--earth
("woods," 1) water ("stream," 2) , and "air" (3)--lack only
one here, fire; perhaps the spark of imagination got going
in the poetry symbolically completes their quaternity.
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unity that comes from a creative orchestration of Nature
finds its comp l ete expression in Man:
Come l ive & be merry and join with me ,
To sing the sweet chorus of Ha, Ha , He

(11 - 12).

The idea is not onl y extended into separate and distinct
images , but transformed , throuqh their collective voices,
from individual l aughter into choral song.
"the sweet chorus of Ha , Ha , He ''

In t h i s way ,

( 12), rather than a simple

or pure l y naive ejaculation , is a direct development of
the aural harmony which binds t h e universe together, and
a centering, as such , in the highest form of human
participation .
The " correlative" established by spondaic substitution
metrically underscores this reading ; and , much like the
metaphoric progression of imagery, the double-stressed foot
draws attention to a series of key, similarly thematic
images .
Tone in the poem is elevated, rising smoothly in an
iambic/anapes t ic exchange .

Each of the first four lines

contains one unmistakab l e double - stressed , two-syllable
foot:

I

When the green I wobds

la~gh , I

I

with the vo1ce I

I

of joy

I
I
I
.I
And the d 1mp
I ling stream I runs laugh I ing by,
I
I
I
. h our mer
I I ry w1t
I. ,
When the a1r I does laugh I w1t
I
I
I h1ll
I
laughs I with the noise I
And the green
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I

of it

(1-4).

The foot reappears no less than five more times:

I

I

I

With their sweet

I

round mouths

I

I

I

sing Ha,

I

Ha,

I

He

( 8).

. . .

. . . .

I

.I

Come l1ve

I

I

To sing

I

I

&

I

I

be mer

I

the sweet

I

. /

ry and JOln

I

chor us

I

I

I

with me,

I

of Ha,

I

I

I

Ha, He (11-12).

Nhen we group these feet together, they seem to propose,
metrically, very much the same message as do the images:
"woods laugh"

(1),

"runs laugh"

(2), "does laugh"

"hill laughs"

(4), "round mouths"

(8), "Ha, He"

live" (11), "To sing" (12), and "Ha, He"

(3),

(8), "Come

(12).

In the first four spondees, the equal emphasis laid
upon both natural ("woods"/"hill") and human ("runs"/
"laughs") energies, already having been grouped in the
same foot, serves to reinforce their relative "joining,"
drawing our attention metrically to the very union imagery
undertakes.

That the four are evenly distributed between

verbs which carry the action ("runs laughing"/"does laugh")
and nouns which, as subjects, perform the action ("woods"/
"stream"/"air"/"hill"), reinforces twice-over.

Nature

is indeed personified, as the active extension of man's
imagination.
that end.

Stress , image, and foot all work toward

Nature and man are harmonized through an

imaginative projection of the ability to organize
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sound.

10

And, as I noted in my overview, harmony in Nature

is a precursor of human harmony.
"round mouths"

Thus, the spondaic

(8), fifth spondee in the series, receives

the metrical weight generated by all of the laughter of
"woods"

(1), of "stream" (2), of "air" (3), of "hill"

of "meadows" (5), and of "grasshopper"

(4),

(6), summed up in

music's most fundamental and certainly most appropriate
form, the human voice.

The double-stressed foot connects

the images, draws them together and, in so doing,
establishes a relationship which e ncapsulates the progression or development of the poem as a whole.
Sound builds from Nature personified to the source of
that personification

and, as a result, "Ha, He" (8) emerges

as its expressive epitome, the collective song that is
Harmony itself.

The images become highly diversified and

productive themselves.
"green"

The poem's only discrete color,

(1, 4, and 5), symbolically suggesting newness,

ripeness, and the beginning of vegetative life, is suddenly
multiplied in the adjective "painted'' (9) , a maturing from
one level of "awareness" to a decidedly higher one.

All

shades and all colors, any kind of color, come to life.
For the mind that is creative and joins in the "sweet

10

The same effect occurs in "The Shepherd," where His
"tongue ... filled with praise" (4) equals, symbolically, the
Divine Word, the Word responsibl e for the cosmogony.
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chorus of Ha, Ha, He"

(12), Nature herself creates, and

the world for both becomes a banquet of "cherries and
nuts"

(10).
The final three spondees, "Come live"

(12), and "Ha, He"
"Come live"

(11), "To sing"

(12), reaffirm this resonant tumescence.

(11) demands man awaken to an almost visionary

state of existence, where h e miqht "beho ld" oppositions
transcending their differences and gathering to a communal
rhythm.

And for man, perhaps such a rhythm is best

realized through singing, so "To sing"

(12), grammatically

the direct object of all six conditional subordinate clauses
("When"--1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 10) that precede it, metrically
reminds him that this i s not only his purpose , but the
purpose of all existence.

"Laug hing Song" is Blake's

orchestration of Nature and man into one harmonious and
transformative "chorus"
of "Ha, Ha, He"

(12), and the repeated refrain

(8, 12) incremental ly intensifies these

particular sounds as the aural fruition begot by their
unified effort.
Understanding the dramatic impact of "The Little Black
Boy" begins with an understanding of his "mother " (1, 5 ,
and 21)--who she is and what she says.

For the little

Boy's response develops directly out of the "visionary "
l esson he has learned from h er :

I And thus I say" (21-22).

"Thus did my mother say ...

Clearly, given her attributes,
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she represents quite a bit more than the physical mother,
having given birth to her child in a highly imaginative
way ("My mother bore me in a southern wild," 1) .

More to

the point, the speaker's mother symbolizes a kind of
feminine wisdom, knowledge so important it must be
memorized and embedded seed-like in the middle three
stanzas (3, 4, and 5) of the Boy's own poem; knowledge
which directs her "son" toward accepting, and eventually
toward himself re-enacting, the cosmic drama exemplified
in the "rising sun''

(9) .

With neither a sense of undue

urgency nor of wavering conviction, the mothe r teaches
("taught," 5) "The Little Black Boy" that life 's paradoxes
are resolved in "God'' (9, 24) and that, after great
sacrifice , h e might like wis e take part in this divine
mystery that is God, then to "be like him"

(28).

The

lesson the Boy passes on the the reader a nd, indirectly,
to the "English child''

(3), echoes his mother's theme .

What he envisions for himself in the final two stanzas
(6 and 7) is an explicit attempt to fulfill the role hi s
"mothe r"

(1, 5, and 21) has all along prepared him for:

the sacrifice of self through devotion to a higher i deal,
in this case a physical, as well as spiritual, union with
God.
The mother states the Boy's purpose in her first two
lines :
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Look on the rising sun: there God does live
And gives his light, and gives his heat away (9-10).
A "rising sun" literally means the sunrise, or beginning of
day, but when

11

God" is said to "live" in this particular

"sun," whether Helios or Ra, an allusion to the perpetually
rising and sinking Sun God

11

cannot be overlooked.

The

phrase also refers to Christ, the "son" who has "risen";
and, according to Christian theology, it is through Christ's
example God most dearly reveals His love for mankind.

Thus,

what she instructs her son to witness seems to rest on the
principle that "God ... live[s]"
"rising"

(9) and "giv[ing]"

(9) in this process of

(10), or, in words consistent

with both allusions, that God's nature is characterized
through sacrificial death ("gives away," 10) and rebirth
("rising," 9).

The imaginative fusion of classical and

"contemporary" beliefs is a complementary one.

Just as

each divinity springs symbolically to life with morning,
each is as certainly sacrificed that same day, giving "his
light"

(10) and "his heat away"

(10) .

The mother encourages her son to "[l]ook on"

(9) "God"

(9) as the source of both life and death, as the sacrificial

11

The attributes of the Sun are summed up nicely by
J. C. Cooper:
"As constantly rising and setting, and
because its rays can be vivifying or destructive, the Sun
symbolizes both life and death and the renewal of life
through death," An Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Traditional
Symbols (London: Thames and Hudson, 1978), p. 162.
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death and rebirth of both spiritual "light" (10) and
physical "heat" (10).

That "flowers and trees and beasts

and men receive I Comfort in morning joy in the noon day"
(11-12) extends His vivifying power to all levels of
existence, and she envisions all becoming a single, fluid,
"rising" (9) hierarchy.

In its most elevated form, the

emanation of God's power is the sacrificial "sun" (9)
himself, He who imaginatively transforms "heat" (10) and
"light" (10) into heightened states of physical ("Comfort,"
12) and spiritual ("joy," 12) well-being.

In the same

breath the mother explicates the "father[']s" potential,
her son's own potential, as "rising sun" (9) emerges.
In the fourth and fifth stanzas she continues to
explain how "we are put on earth ... I That we may learn
to bear the beams of love"

(13-14), and how, "when our

souls have learn'd the heat to bear"

(17), we can then

"round his [God's] golden tent like lambs rejoice"

(20).

Though revealed to him indirectly, this is half the Boy's
task, and we can follow the development of his assuming
a Christ-like character as it is dramatized through the
antithetical correlatives he must master:
PHYSICAL
"heat" (6)

SPIRITUAL
"light" (4)

"rising sun"

(9)

(combines both)
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"his heat"
"Comfort"
"heat to bear"
"black bodies"
"cloud"
"black" cloud
"cloud will vanish"

(10)
(12)
(17)
(15)
(16)
( 2 3)

(18)

"his light" (10)
"joy" (12)
"to bear the beams of love" (14)
"sun-burnt face" (15)
"grove" (16)
"white cloud" (23)
"out from the grove" (19)

"golden tent"

(combines both) .

(20)

As "heat" (6) and "light" (4) of the Boy become "heat"
(1) and "light" (10) of the "rising sun"

(9), the Boy's

own qualities of mind and body, symbolically joined,
take on a divine aspect.

12

Simply stated, by analogy he

has the same potential as the son of "God"

(9).

The

movement of imagery suggests as much; as a lesson, what
the mother says is as much an imaginative retelling of
the Divine Son's apotheosis, as it is a hopeful foretelling
of her own son's future, paralleled from abstract ("light"
and "heat") to concrete ("black bodies" and "sun-burnt
face"), back to abstract ("cloud" and "grove") and,
finally, to the metaphoric synthesis of both spirit and
body, human and divine, "round" God ' s "golden tent"

( 2 0) .

Because of the close, generic connection between "rising
sun"

(9) and all "sons," be they "black" (2, 4, 15, and

23) or "white" (2, 3, and 23), i.e. "English" (3, 22),
the lesson is meant to be a helpful example.

The boy's

12 At least one other critic agrees:
"The physical
world mediates between God and the soul, and the body has
a most . necessary function," Gillham, Innocence and
Experience, p. 229.
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"little space" "on earth"

(13), decidedly one of suffering

("black bod[y] ," 15; "sun-burnt face," 15), should find
strength in knowing one day the "cloud will vanish " (18)
and he will "come out from the grove" (19).

His suffering,

in this light, has a divine purpose; and his mother ' s
words, far from being a "confused vision ,"

13

are much more

the results of inspired prophecy.
Most Blake scholars , however, would disagree with
this idea.

The would point out that the poem concludes

with "The Little Black Boy" continuing his mother's socalled "vision" in a pathetic two-stanza decree to "shade"
(25) the "little English boy"

(22).

In their eyes , the

mind of a child confronts the abyss .

Obviously, when the

"Black Boy" and the "English child" (3) are both "free"
(23) from their "cloud[s]" (16, 18, and 23), and they
"round the tent of God like lambs rejoice"
will need shading.

(24), neither

That they believe the Boy's intention

to provide "shade" (24) for the "love" (24) of the "English
boy" (22), after having a lready secured the love of "God"
( 24), only intensifies the irony.

Ultimately, their

point would be that the mother's lesson falls utterly apart
once put into practice and, even if the Boy cannot grasp
the futility of his situation, the reader can.

13 Bloom, Blake's Apocalypse, p . 50.

Unfortu-
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nately, belief in a hereafter does not protect one from
having "black bodies"

(15) and "sun-burnt face [s]"

(15).

At least, not for long.
Actually, should we choose to follow the correlatives,
what happens in the final two stanzas is that the Boy
concludes by fulfilling the o ther "half" of his task,
voluntarily sacrificing himself for the welfare of others .
It is one thing for him to continue "receiv [ing]" (11)
the gifts of "God"

(9), and quite another for him to join

with God in the "giv[ing]" (10), yet one is as much i mplied
as the other.
of · love"

He must l earn not only "to bear the beams

(14), but to help others "bear "

His " s h ad [ing]"

( 25 ) them as wel l.

(25) of the "little English boy"

( 22 ) i s

therefore meant to parallel the celestial sacri fice .

The

Divine Son creates t h e "[ c ]omfort" (12) and "joy" (1 2 )
"flowe rs and trees and beasts and me n r eceive"

(11) through

"rising" (9 ) a nd through "giv [ing ] his light, and ... his heat
away"

(10).

Th e Black Boy creates th is same " joy " ( 26 ) by

suffering the "heat"
boy••

(25 ) meant for the "l ittle English

( 22 ), so t hat he might soon e r "lean ... upon o u r fathers

[God's] knee"

(26).

In a sacrificial act , "The Little

Black Boy " offers to repeat a struggle h e knows quite well ,
a struggle with those same "beams of love"

(14) that also

burn ("black bod i e s a n d ... sun- burnt face ," 1 5 ).
What perhaps throws us off in o u r analogy i s that ,
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ironically, the Boy reverses the dynamics of his mother's
lesson.

Instead of giving off "light" (10) and "heat" (10),

he imaginatively provides for their relief, as "shade'' (25).
The reversal, however , is wholely appropriate as the logical
continuation of hi s own task.
(14) "light, and .. . heat''
about " [ c] omfort"

(25) ?

In a world which must "bear"

(10), what better way to bring

(12) and "j oy"

( 12) than through "shade"

Moreover, as Christianity gave new meaning to the

"rising sun''

(9) of Pagan mythology , and as the mother has

given new meaning to both "sons," so the Boy must find his
own way of r ete lling his experiences.

Literally, his

"retelling" is thi s poem, and it is more than mere
"trimming " around his mother's interpolation.

From the

very beginning stanza, for instance, the Black Boy sets
himself up as a reconciler of polarities:
black, but O! my soul is white''

" And I

am

(2); from the very

beginning, then, he knows well his "task ," and well he
assumes it.
"Spatial meter" supports our reading of "The Little
Black Boy" in lines twelve and eighteen:
Comfort in morning joy in the noon day

(1 2 );

That cloud will vanish we shall heat his voice (1 8 ).
Neither line reads properly; line twelve lacks a comma or
coordinating conjunction between "morning " and "j oy ," and
line eighteen lacks a conjunction or semi-colon between its
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two independent clauses.

Without punctuation, the two

separate elements in each line run paradoxically together.
Their scansion only complicates the "yoking ":

I

I

I

I

Com fort I in morn I ing joy I in the I noon day

( 12);

I
I
I
I
I w1.ll
.
That cloud
van I ish we I shall hear I

I

his voice

(18).

Not only are these disparate elements allowed grammatically
to "run together," they are also metrically fused in the
same foot; yet , following our interpretation, the reason
for doing so is clear.
"Comfort" (1 2) and "joy"

(12) are the physical and

spiritual well-being, respectively, that "flowers and
trees and beasts and men receive"

(11) directly from the

sacrifice of the "rising sun " (9).

Though antithetical,

they are attributes of "God" (9) and, in keeping with the
mother's lesson, they can be experienced as complementary,
as the instantaneous fusion arising from their identical,
divine source.

Furthermore, as the mother prophesies,

when our "souls" (17) have "learn' d the heat to bear" (17) ,
we will be united with "God" (24).

Thus, at that precise

moment we throw off our "cloud" (18) , unity is instantly
achieved, and we hear the sound of God's "voice"

(18).

Both feet transcend the linear disassociation time creates
between "morning" (12) and " day"

(12), and between a lower
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state ("cloud," 16) and a higher one ("cloud will vanish,"
18), and spatially combines them.

CHAPTER FOUR
Near My Bosom:

Patterns of Imagery and Sound
in "The Blossom"

This last chapter marks a technical shift from meter
as the supportive prosodic element to sound color.

Herein

the major correlatives of "The Blossom" will be examined
in conjunction with the quality of sound the words themselves create when spoken.

The structure of the argument

is essentially the same, and the point of the examination
continues to be that the poems bear witness to Blake's
visionary task, and that prosody supports such a conclusion.
Sound designates a vibrational energy that
produces auditory sensation. Color (or sound color)
refers to the quality of sounds that is determined
by the instrument--the vibrating material and its
form--and by the medium through which the sound
travels to reach the ear ... [i]~ poetry, sound often
boldly reinforces the meaning.
"The Blossom" 2 is one of Blake's most enigmatic poems.
The simple language, tripping trochaic meter, and almost
unconscious repetition of phrases, all intone, as Ostriker
calls it, a "childlike" 3 speaker, wrapped in a childlike
1

Karl Shapiro and Robert Beum, A Prosody Handbook
(N.Y.: Harper & Row, 1965), p. 9.
2 William Blake, The Poetry and Prose of William Blake,
ed. David V. Erdman (Garden City: Doubleday & Co., 1965),
p. 10. Further reference to this edition of the poem will
appear in my text as line numbers in parentheses.
3

Ostriker, Vision and Verse, p. 62.
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vision of the natural world:
Merry Merry Sparrow
Under leaves so green
A happy Blossom
Sees you swift as arrow
Seek your cradle narrow
Near my Bosom.
Pretty Pretty Robin
Under leaves so green
A happy Blossom
Hears you sobbing sobbing
Near my Bosom.
Yet, as seems to be the general tenor of Songs of Innocence,
a close examination of an individual Song produces a greater
awareness of the drama enacted symbolically beneath its
playful surface.

4

This particular poem is so much so that

Wicksteed called it "the supreme passage song between the
Two Contrary States of the Human Soul." 5
from "childlike."

Quite a leap

Although I differ occasionally with

Wicksteed's subsequent interpretation--for instance, about
who is speaking and how the poem functions in context--!
agree in principle with the idea of "passage," or, more to
the point, of a bridging between two very different states
of perception.

Wicksteed continues:

The merry sparrow , like the first laughter of the
child in the "Piper," symbolizes Innocence, and the
sobbing robin, like the child ' s tears, symbolizes

4

"The Shepherd" and "Laughing Song " are prime
examples.
5 Blake ' s Innocence and Experience, p. 93 .
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.
6
E xper1ence.

It is interesting to note that Hirsch, though he "cannot
accept"

7

Wicksteed's conclusions either, none theless

proceeds from a similar standpoint himself:
In earth's realm--"under leaves so green "-there is a contrast between the insentie nt and
unconscious creatures, represented by the blossom,
and the more h~~an dimensions of life, represented
by the birds.8
Whether one calls these oppositions innocence and experience,
or consciousness and unconsciousness, the premise upon
which both of these critics base their explications is
essentially the same .

Because the poem remains "fluid"

in its symbolic associations, and because its speaker
remains ambiguous, even though deliberately involved ("my ,"
6, 12), an appropriate, point-by-point evaluation eludes
eve n the most adroit.

For these reasons "The Blossom"

has escaped the ironic disparity which overwhelms most
Songs of Innocence.

Here the speaker does not unwittingly

hide from night, nor does Experie nce tragically usurp the
visions of youth.

As these critics have shown, · it is

pretty much accepted that a thematic duality is at work;
unfortunately, they have also shown an ingenious capacity

6

7
8

Ibid., p. 93.
Blake's Contrary States, p. 164.
Ibid. , p. 18 3.
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to find new terms by which to address it .

Gillham, like

Wicksteed , sees an "attitude taken toward sexual intercourse" 9
as the poem's subject.

Instead of innocence and experience,

they wish to speak of "male" and "female."

Still others

disparage or avoid the poem altogether.

Damon calls it an
.
10
"experiment ... and therfore not wholely successful."

Gleckner, who devotes a book to the poems , mentions "The
Blossom" thrice, referentially.

Bloom quotes the poem,

concluding:
The repeated phrase , "A happy Blossom," in the
third line of each stanza is a clear mark of the
inadvertence of the natural world to suffering even
when the grief ought to be its own.ll
I confess , though I count myself as one of Dr. Bloom's
admirers, I can make little sense of this statement.

But

if I might summarize , the majority of the criticism seems
to have two common denominators:

that the stanzas

characterize oppositions, and that these oppositions are
somehow related.

I accept both premises; my task, in turn,

will be to examine the nature ·of the oppositions, to
determine to what extent they are re l ated, and, following
the criteria for this section , to demonstrate how sound
color reinforces the conclusions .

9 Blake's Contrary States , p. 164.
lO William Blake:
11

His Philosophy & Symbols, p. 296.

Blake ' s Apoca 1 ypse, p. 40 .
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Each stanza, first of all, sets up a pattern of
associations that parallels, yet reverses the other.

The

quality or texture of life dramatized in the initial stanza
by a "[s]parrow" (1) who is "[m]erry" (1) and "swift as
arrow"

(4), seeking ("Seek," 5) the "cradle narrow"

(5),

turns into its opposite in the second, where the "Pretty
Pretty Robin"
my Bosom''
4a.

(7, 11) hides "sobbing sobbing" (10) "Near

(12).

Oppositions do indeed exist.

Contrasting Patterns of Imagery in "The Blossom"
First Stanza
"Sparrow" (1)
"Merry" ( 1)
"Swift as arrow" (4)
"Seek" (5)

Second Stanza
"Robin" (7, 11)
"Pretty" (7, 11)
"sobbing sobbing"
"Pretty" (7, 11).

(10)

Both patterns focus on a similar character, yet
engage that character in qualitatively different activities.
Both contexts personify the characters.

A "[s]parrow" (1)

does not normally bed in a "cradle" (5), nor does a
"[r]obin" (7, 11) usually cry, as in shed tears.

Yet

these their human capabilities only help to re-emphasize
the distance between them, bringing into play just such
axioms as "innocence and experience," or "male and female."
Seemingly a youthful search, the "cradle" (5) associates
''[s]parrow"

(1) with the child seeking the security of his

own bed and, thus, a state of innocence.
"sobbing sobbing"

(10)

Conversely, the

"[r]obin" (7, 11), though "Pretty

Pretty" (7, 11), feels strongly enough to weep and, whether
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for joy or for sorrow, confesses an acute awareness.
From a sexual perspective, the "[s]parrow'' (1) appears
bolder, more aggressive, and, in flight, phallic-like,
thus cultivating a masculine image, whereas the "[r]obin"
(7, 11) stresses an overt attractiveness, and a more
feminine image comes to mind.

Notice, in Diagram "4a,"

the outstanding difference between "[s]parrow'' (1) and
"[r]obin" (7, 11) is that one reaffirms movement ( 11 Seek,"
5) and the other appearance ("Pretty Pretty," 7, 11).
The problem with these pairs of antithetical terms,
however, is the same problem that arises with any attempt
to limit or categorize
the imagery:

12

the relationships generated by

at some point the poem resists it.

If, for

instance, the first stanza symbolizes "innocence," what
can be said of its mature corollary of "arrow"/"cradle?"
The relationship points to a pollution of the first state
with its opposite--i.e. an emergence of Experience in the

12

To do so recalls Urizen's Book of Brass and his own
attempt to limit Imagination:
7. Lo!
I unfold my darkness:
and on
This rock, place with strong hand the Book
Of eternal brass, written in my solitude.
8. Laws of peace, of love, of unity:
Of pity, compassion, forgiveness.
Let each chuse [sic] one habitation:
His ancient infinite mansion:
One command, one joy, one desire,
One curse, one weight, one measure
One King, one God, one Law (Urizen 4:31-41).
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midst of Innocence --and a thematic reversal or a symbolic
juxtaposition ing has occured.

The same i s true of the

second stanza , where the experienced ''[r)obin" (7, 11) hints
of something untested in that all too " Pretty Pretty ..
(7, 11) appearance.
l onger symbo li ze

11

But in both cases, the stanzas no

innocence 11 or

11

exper i e nc e , 11 as such ;

they point to a n ''idea 11 t h at holds innocence and expe rience
together.
An approach based on a masculine/feminine dichotomy
faces similar obstacles.
also a

11

[

The

11

arrow 11

(4) is, after al l,

s ] parrow 11 (1) , so a symbol of fli ght t wi ce over

and very much the projecti o n of thought , a poetic vehicle
through which the speaker ( 11 my, 11 6 , 12 ) " elevates 11 hims e lf. 1 3
I ts

11

Cradle ''

with that of

(5 ) aligns the n o ti on of a physical womb
11

h eart as womb"--being " Near my Bosom ..

( 6 )--

drawing to itself the symbolic power o f an imag inat ive as
we ll as a biological matrix.

Likewise , though .. sobbing

sobbing " (1 0 ) can mean secreting seminal fl u ids , it also
symbo l izes an act of sacramental p urificat ion :
are you that weep now, for you s h al l l augh ...

13

" Bl essed

14

Birds are t raditional symbols of "[t] ransc endence ;
the soul; a spirit; divine mani festat ions; spirits of the
air ... ascent to h eaven; ability to communicate with gods
or to e nte r into highe r state of consciou sness ; t h o u g h t ;
imagina ti on ," J . c . Cooper, Encyc l opedia of Symbols , p . 20 .
14

Luk e 6 : 21.
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The evidence suggests that even while the stanzas
create a variety of polar relationships, in the grouping of
imagery, .in the focus of action, and in the two-part
structure, the quixotic nature of each one eventually
accommodates both halves of that polarity.

Oppositions

are, in a word, compatible.
The idea first presents itse lf structurally, repeating
the same three lines in each stanza:
Under leaves so green
A happy Blossom

(2-3);

Near my Bosom

( 6).

Under l eaves so green
A happy Blossom

(8-9);

Near my Bosom

(12).

Though the lines seem periphe ral to the more prominent
interacting between "[s]parrow" (1) and "[r]obin" (7, 11),
they nonethe l ess provide the stanzas with a common nucleus.
They function as the background or setting upon which both
dramas take place, a sort of integrated refrain linking the
two together.

And, most important, their thematic

ambivalence complicates the dialectic establ ished betwee n
oppositions by shifting the overall focus of attention from
an antithetical to a synthetic r e lationship.

Both

"[s]parrow" (1) and "[r]obin" (7, 11) are "[u]nder leaves
so green"

(2, 8), both are either seen ("Sees ," 4) or heard
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("Hears," 10) by "A happy Blossom" (3, 9), and both are
indirectly related "Near my Bosom" (6, 12).
The unity of the poem depends on an understanding of
this shift.

As the diagram below illustrates, the two

major dramas now overlap in one significant way.
4b.

Comprehensive Patterns of Imagery in "The Blossom"
1

Sparrow
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The pattern "1-2-3-4" graphs all correlatives in the
first stanza; the pattern "a-b" graphs those in the
second stanza.
The solid arrows indicate direct actions;
the dotted arrow indicates an indirect action;
the solid lines indicate direct associations;
and the double-dotted line indicates an indirect
association.
What initiates and finalizes the idea of compatible
oppositions and holds all of these relationships toge ther
lies in the thematic bond implied between "[b]lossom"
(3, 9) and "[b]osom'' (6, 12).

One, the title, is directly

and indirectly involved, seeing ("Sees," 4) the "[s]parrow"
(1) and hearing ("Hears," 10) the "[r]obin" (7, 11).

The

other, very much the speaker's consciousness ("my," 6, 12),
has both "[r]obin" (7, 11) and "cradle" (5) "[n]ear" (6, 12)
him.

They are not directly associated in either pattern.

But how can the blossom know that "[m]erry [s]parrow"

(1)
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flies for a "cradle narrow''
cradle also?

(5) unless it "[s]ees" (4) the

And since the cradle is close to the speaker's

"[b]osom" (6), could not the "[b]lossom" (3) see, and be
seen by, the speaker as well?

The same can be asked of

hearing a "[r]obin" (7, 11) "sobbing sobbing''

(1).

Whether

ritual lamentation or the sigh that stirs and falls to
silence, would not a speaker hear them, so "[n]ear" (12)
his own "[b]osom" (12)?

Clearly, both situations imply

the speaker participates, even if once removed.
More than that, both situations imply that the
consciousness responsible for their (i.e. the poem's)
organizational and thematic content is the speaker's, and
not the blossom's.

As the focal image in each drama and

named in the title, the blossom quite naturally assumes
such a role.

The reader thinks he sees and hears through

the eyes and ears of the blossom, and the distance the
speaker maintains compounds this impression.

But flowers

alone do not see or hear; nor, in fact, do they write poetry.
Lik~

the "[s]parrow" (1) that is "[m]erry" (1) and the

"[r] obin" (7, 11) that is "[p] retty"
(3, 9) is also a personification.

(7, 11), the "[b] lossom"

It sees, as well as hears,

and organizes, as well as engages in, only to the degree
the speaker's (and the reader's) consciousness allows.
Underneath the narrative dichotomy, all three images rely
on the imaginative power of the speaker/poet for their
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prosopopoeic abilities.

In that way, though the dramas

they characterize follow antithetical patterns, and though
the blossom's point of view is, by extension, wonderfully
perceptive in gauging those patterns, all spring to life
from a similar source.
The " passage " Wicksteed mentions turns out to be much
more than a footpath worn between contrary states.

It

suggests a journey into the Imagination, a progressive
awareness of life forces, first, as standing opposed to
each other, and then, as embracing.

Ultimately, the stanzas

symbolizing oppositions achieve a reconciliation:

in the

poetic consciousness that created them, and in the
consciousness that re - e nacts the m throug h reading.
Sound color, what Gross has .called the "aesthetic
surface" 15 of a poem , works along with this idea of
complementary opposites in two ways:

first, by establishing

antitheses in the phonetic texture of each stanza; and
s econd, by reversing the ir thematic value.

The stanzas

"read" differently, r equiring altogether different moveme nts
of the mouth and tongue and changes in the speed and

15 Sound and Form in Modern Poetry , p. 23 . Furthermore ,
the author states that "[t]hrough the agency of sound,
poetry make s imaginative facts out of the deepest, most
elusive feelings . .. Prosody offers in the basic forms of
metrical structuring a continuous articu l ating surface which
makes rhythmic cognition possible," Ibid., p. 23.
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emphasis of the air re l eased.
when voiced aloud.

The distinction can be felt

Yet, in an attempt to define this

distinction , the overall quality of sound does not complement the conflict prefigured by the images; rather, sound
reverses it .
Both stanzas are replete with vowels , resonators ,
sibilants, and breathiness.

What separates them is the

dominance of liquidity in the first stanza, especially
where the doubling of the " r " occurs :
Merry Merry Sparrow
Under leaves . . . green
. . . Blossom
. .. arrow
. .. youE cradle narrow
Near ...

(1-6) i

and the dominance of plosives in the second , a doubling of
"t ' s ," "p ' s , " and "b's " :
Pretty Rretty Robin
Under ...
. . . haE_Ey Blossom
... sobbing sobbing
(7 - 12 ) .

. . . Bosom

The former group of sounds may be said to sway or amble
or flow , and the latter to skip or caper .

In the one,

liquidity mollifies the rhythm , spreading the words out and
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slowing them down.

In the other, plosives pick up the

rhythm, and the words seem to burst across the tongue and
lips.

Low vowels and resonators reinforce the verbal

intimacy of liquid "r" and "1"; high vowels and velar "g"/
"ng" reinforce the staccato quality of plosives "p," "t,"
"b," and "d."
To demonstrate their differences, the words "[s]parrow"
(1) and "[r]obin (7, 11) bear close analysis.

Though they

are both two syllables and both focal points in each drama,
individually they create an aural texture quite unique.
In "[s]parrow"

(1), sibilant "s" and short "a" modify the

plosive "p," gently initiating · and then continuing its
brief stoppage of air.

The double "r" draws this momentum

out, rolling smoothly from one syllable to the other and
allowing more breath for the languid release of the long
"o."

Moreover, the word runs from a middle frequency vowel

(short "a") to a bass frequency vowel (long "o") .

16

The

effect generates physical space by lowering the tongue and
rounding the cheeks, and it deepens the tone by having the
sound descend into the back of the mouth.

A consistent

flow of air is released, and enunciation prolonged.

17

16

A complete graph of the frequency range of vowel
sounds can be found in John Fredrick Nims, Western Wind,
pp. 160-61.
17

Long "o," as one of the lower bass vowels, has more
"volume," travels "slower," and . vibrates "deeper" than most
sounds, Ibid., p. 165.
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In "[r]obin" (7, 11), liquid "r" and the "aw" vowel sound
enhance the plosive "b."

They race toward it , adding that

much more emphasis to the bilabial thrust.

The mouth opens

to take in air for the vowel, and that air is suddenly
pitched out as the mouth closes and the lips meet and part
with a slight bang.

The short "i" which follows complements

the rapid pace , likewise kicking air through the lips
quickly and compactly.

18

Indeed, both "b" and short "i"

push the sound forward in the mouth, giving it less space
and les s air; thus, they increase the speed by which it is
released.

Enunciation, especially of the final syllable,

accelerates.
In short, the quality of sound helps to reinforce the
idea of oppositions by organizing into patterns of "slowness"
and "briskness ," respectively.
Something odd happens, however, when those sound values
are directly correlated to the dramas themselves.

In the

first stanza, though imagery focuses on the activity of the
''[s]parrow"

(1), liquids, resonators, and low vowels impede

movement; in the second, though imagery focuses on the
passivity of the ''[r] obin"

18

(7, 11), plosives, velars, and

Nims documents this effect also:
"The little 'i'
(of 'bit') has been a favorite with writers trying to depict
things that are brisk, quick , little ... Plato thought it
especially apt for movement," Ibid., p. 168.

~
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high vowels generate movement.

Ironically, the phonetic

texture of each works against the oppositions as they are
visually presented.

In effect , the slow-moving texture that

would seem appropriate for the robin "sobbing sobbing"

(10)

is applied to the ''swift" (4) sparrow, and the fast-paced
texture appropriate for the sparrow is applied to the robin.
The poem earmarks an antithesis between dominant sounds,
yet, as far as those sounds can be said to create the
feeling of slowness or of briskness, it can also be said
that each individually achieves a symbolic resolution
when paired with its textual opposite.

Images which

suggest briskness of motion are united with an "aesthetic
surface" which suggests slowness of motion, and vice versa.

J

Epilogue

The discovery of Blake's technical skills being equa l
to his visionary insights should surprise no one familiar
with his work.
of Genius,"

1

"Mechanical Excellence is the Only Vehicle

he gently reminds, and the four examinations

offered her e attempt to demonstrate this assertion.

Prosody

is not an ornament to Blake's prophecy , but is the foundation upon which his prophecy is built, and the thematic
relationship which governs between the two applies as we ll
to the remaining Songs of Innocence.

So that he might turn

men inward Blake particularizes his visions, and it is the
hope of this study to have aided such a purpose.

1 "Annotations to Reynolds," in Erdman, Poetry and
Prose, p. 632.
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